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MSU Alumni Weekend
slated for April 29-30

— News In Brief
Oaken names Joan B. White to
position of tourism ombudsman
Tourism Secretary Mary Ray Oaken has named Joan B. White of
Cadiz to the newly created position of ombudsman for the Cabinet.
"Joan will function as a liaison between private business and the
Cabinet and will work internally to provide a voice for employees on
staff," Oaken said
White brings to this position a long-time commitment to tourism in
the private sector. She has served on the Cadiz Tourism Commission
and has owned and operated tourism-related businesses in ,western
Kentucky, including the management of a restaurant.
White is active with the Kentucky Federation of business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc., including serving as state president in
1975-79 and establishing the Kentucky BPW charities for which she
led a fundraising effort for two cancer centers in the state.
"Joan comes to the cabinet with a firm commitment to tourism as
an industry and a strong willingness to work with and listert\to people
throughout the state," Oaken said "I am sure she will be a`-valuable
member of my management team "

Elsewhere...
By llhe Uwe/abed Prow

THE WORLD OF POIJTICS — Michael Dukakis and Jesse
Jackson awaited Colorado caucus results with both of the Democratic
presidential frontrunners looking for a running Start in today•s
Wisconsin pnmary
PANAMA CITY. Panama — The government warned Panamanians to prepare for an invasion after the United States announced it
was sending 1.300 more U.S. soldiers to Panama to protect American
citizens and property
WASHINGTON — A high-ranking State Department official will
travel to Central America soon for consultations about the possibility
of regional security taAks in which the United States and Nicaragua
would take part, according to administration sources.
WASHINGTON — Reagan administration officials helped a Honduran general involved in a drug-financed plot to assassinate that
country's president get a lighter sentence, a former U.S. ambassador
says.
WASHINGTON — Attorney General Edwin Meese III is having
trouble rebuilding the top echelon of the Justice Department after
two top aides resigned in protest. with one planned replacement
blocked by the White House and the second openly saying he may not
take the job
ERISALEM — After presenting his peace plan to Israel's divided
government, Secretary of State George P. Shultz is taking his proposal for Mideast negotiations to Jordan, where he faces an uncertain
reaction from King Hussein
NEN FORti — Despite a much-heralded -classroom computer
revolution." most I' S students are still computer illiterates and few
schools are using computers effectively to teach basics like/reading
or math, according to a nationwide survey released today.
BONN, West Germany — Herbert von Karajan, one of the world's
most renowned maestros, celebrates his 80th birthday today and the
anniversary has revived debates over his Nazi past. his wealth and

"Hope, Endeavor and Achievement: Celebrating the Stars in
Murray State University's Shield"
will be the theme for the annual
Alumni Weekend, April 29-30 on
the campus.
The traditional alumni banquet,
scheduled at 7 p.m. Saturday,
April 30 in the Curris Center
ballroom. will feature the recognition of three Distinguished Alumnus Award recipients and announcement of; the 1988
Distinguished Professor of the
Year The second annual Golden
Horseshoe Awards will also be
presented at the dinner. Established in 1987kthe honor recognizes the
service of dedicated alumni who
have held responsible positions

35 CENTS

Over the top

and contributed to the excellence
of MSU and its Alumni
Association.
Receiving Distinguished Alumnus Awards will be Dr. Douglas C.
Harris of Miami, '61, vice president and secretary of KnightRidder Inc.; Dr. Wanda Durrett
Bigham, Davenport, Iowa, president of Marycrest College; and
Dr. Franklin C. Miller, Little
Rock, Ark., professor and chairman of the Departmnt of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
University of Arkansas.
Winners of the 1988 Golden
Horseshoe Awards will be James
William Corneal of Owensboro,
'40, retired senior vice president of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Mecham out of office
after impeachment trial
PHOENIX, Ariz. 1API — Evan
Mecham was convicted on impeachment charges and removed
as governor in a finale to 15 months of national ridicule that began
the week the political outsider
took office
I feel relieved that this

4

his talents

Evan Mecham
Hemet ed as 4 rizons got ernor

U.S. supennarkat chains
mI Number of Mores

Arnenco $ Refiremert Cho.ce

nightmare is over." Republican
Sen. Greg Lunn said Monday after
Mecham, a first-term Republican,
became the first U.S. governor in
59 years to be impeached and
stripped of his office.
Mecham, 63, showed no emotion
as the Arizona Senate voted 21-9 to
convict him of trying to obstruct
an investigation of a alleged death
threat and 26-4 of misusing $80,000
from the governor's protocol fund.
Twenty votes were required for
conviction.
Minutes later. Mecham smiled
and told reporters, "Well, they
don't like my politics, so we finished a political trial; it's as simple
as that."
The 30-member Senate
defeated. 17-13, a motion to bar
Mecham from holding any public
office again, making it unclear
whether he will be permitted to
run in a May 17 recall election to
regain the governor's post. There
is no precedent and the matter
probably will be decided by the
courts, said Attorney General Bob
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Excitement was the key word Monday at the 145th annual Tater Day
festivities in Benton. Thousands of local, regional and out-of-state residents converged on the town for a weekend filled with numerous activities. Additional photos on page 9.
staff photo bN Greg Trim.

Wilkinson hiring freeze showing slight results

C=IUlm tor 1987 In billions of Wars

FRANKFORT, Ky. iAP ) — One
of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's first
actions after taking office was to
impose a hiring freeze on virtually
all non-essential positions in the
executive branch
In the nearly four months since
that order, there has been steady
but unspectacular progress in

1.600

trimming the state's payroll.
''We've been able to show a drop
without laying people off, firing
people, that sort of thing.' said
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's
press secretary.
According to figures obtained
from the Personnel Department,
there were 38,692 employees in the

executive branch of state government on Dec. 7, 1987, the day
before Wilkinson was sworn in as
governor.
On March 1. 1988, the latest date
for which complete figures are
available, the total was 37,921.
The comparison of permanent.
full-time employment numbers u.
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MISS
YOUR PAPIER?
Subscribw who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Ledger
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

Forecast
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers and
thundershowers. Low in the
mid 50s. Wind shifting to the'
northwest 10 to 15 mph. Chancf.
of rain 50 percent.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
but cooler.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mostly fair and chilly
weather Thursday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358.1
358.3

Lynda Harrington and Celia Boone, front and center, are two of the 22 boys and girls from Murray making up
the Young MSI• Dance Theater, a group that will join the 48-member MM • Dance Theater in the "Spring
Fever" dance concert Thursday through Saturday night at Murray State University's Johnson Theater. All
shows begin at 8 p.m., with the youth ensemble performing the opening piece.
Mori photo hy David Tort

even less striking. In December,
the number was 33,631. In March,
it was 33,536.
The figures do not include
employment in the judicial or
legislative branches or the constitutional offices over which
(Cont'd on page 2)

Several from
city, county
included on
scholars list
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has
released the names of 653 outstanding high school juniors cligoen to
attend the 1988 GovOrnor's
Scholars Program.
The nationally recognized,
residential academic program
will be held at Murray State
University from June 19 to July 23
and at Centre College from June 26
to July 30. Students, who are
selected competitively, attend the
program free of charge through
funds provided by a partnership of
government and business.
Local honorees were:
Kimberley A. Lough, New Concord and Michael S. Rice, Almo.
both from Calloway County High
School and William C. Adam, III,
Yancey C. Huie, and James B.
Westphal, all of Murray, from
Murray High School.
"I am impressed by the ambition and motivation of these ‘\
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Murray High School selected
for Prichard Committee program

later Day delight

Amusement rides, games and
other activities in the H.H.
Lovett Cit Park were popular
with man, of the younger participants in the 145th annual
later Day in Benton.
Flea markets, a parade with
clowns, bands and floats,
politicians and more were all
a part of the day's agenda.
Above. two-year-old Ashley
Kresse, daughter of George
and Jenifer Kresse. Mayfield.
enjoys a ride while .keeping a
cautious eye on her aunt. At
left, taking a turn on this ride
send these people spinning in
circles for several minutes.
'.tat{ photos h%
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Kentucky Lake Water Resources Task Force
to meet May 4 at Paris Landing State Park
The Kentucky Lake Water on a number of issues important to
Resources Task Force will holdikts water quality in Kentucky Resernext meeting May 4 at Paris Lan- voir. The meeting tentafively had
ding State Park. Task Force chair- been scheduled for March.
man Richard Urban of TVA has
By May, TVA can better deterannounced.
mine the amount of water in
Urban said members of the storage in its reservoir system,
group were polled informally, and especially in the large storage
they generally supported postpon- reservoirs on tributary streams of
ing the meeting to allow more the Tennessee River. Those resertime to develop better informaion voirs are essential in providing
strong streamflow through the entire system.
Severe water- quality problems
in Kentucky Lake during 1986
(Cont'd from page 1
Wilkinson has no control.
Slight fluctuations ain employment took place across the executive branch of state government, but the two most noticeable (Cont'd from page 1)
areas of difference were in the use Scholars," Gov. Wilkinson said.
of seasonal, full-time workers in "They commit the major part of
the Tourism and Transportation their summer to this intensive
academic and personal growth
cabinets.
In the Tourism Cabinet, the program. They stay on campus for
number declined from 417 in five weeks, including weekends, I
December to 131 in March. In think that makes a clear stateTransportation, the figure drop- ment about how our bright young
ped from 407 in December to 286 in Kentuckians feel about enriching
their minds and their lives through
March.
Employment went up quality education."
significantly only in the Revenue
Gov. Wilkinson said that a
Cabinet, which began hiring
record number of applications
seasonal, part-time workers this
were received this year. resulting
calendar year to process incomein the heaviest competition to date
tax returns. Full-time employ- for admission to the program.
ment in the cabinet dropped dur- "The Statewide Selection Commiting the four-month period.
tee had to make some extremely
The Corrections Cabinet also difficult decisions in choosing
had an increase in employment, Scholars," he said.
primarily in the Department of
Adult Institutions, which hires
The largest number of Scholars,
prison guards.
28 percent, will come from
Eastern Kentucky, as in most
Failed bearing gets
other years. Other regions of the
state will be represented as
preliminary cause of
follows: 22 percent from Western
elevator explosion
Kentucky; 22 percent from Central Kentucky )this grouping inHENDERSON, Ky. iAPj — The
cludes such counties as Oldham
Jan. 15 explosion at an Ellis Grain
and
Hardin ); 11 percent from NorCo. elevator that killed three peothern
Kentucky; and, 17 percent
ple has been traced to a failed ball
from
Jefferson
County, including
bearing in the basement of the
private and Catholic schools. The
elevator's south headhouse, accornumber of nominations allotted to
ding to a preliminary report.
each public school district is based
The draft report, released Monon the number of high school
day by the state fire marshal's ofjuniors in the district, but students
fice in conjunction with the
must qualify and are selected or
Henderson Fire Department, calls
merit from the nomnations subthe explosion an accident.
mitted. The program was able to
Ellis had a preventive
accept approximately only one of
maintenance program, which, "as
every three candidates in the
tar as we can determine ... would
statewide pool this year.
be adequate in this case," said
Rodney Raby of the fire marshal's
office. "Mechanical failures can
The Governor's Scholars Prooccur regardless of the
gram, founded in 1983, is now
maintenance schedule."
entering its sixth year. Lillian
The report said the failed ball
Press, executive director of the
bearing allowed metal to scrape.
program, said that it is becoming
The metal pieces, part of a bucket
increasingly more difficult to
elevator, -got as hot as 600 to 800
meet the demand for admission to
degrees. igniting grain dust and
the program. "The caliber of the
feeding a fireball so forceful it exapplications was very high this
ploded three times in as many
year, and it was hard to have to
seconds, officials said
turn down. literally, hundreds of

Wilkinson...

Scholars...

were attributed, in large part, to
stagnation of the entire TVA reservoir system. which lead to depletion of dissolved 'oxygen in
mainstream lakes as well as in
deeper tnbutary reservoirs.
Urban said there also will be a
progress report on a study by Murray State, University of catfish
populations, a Status report on
mussel flesh analysis, and a draft
report on the use of pesticides in
the Kentucky Reservoir watershed by TVA, and agricultural and
forestry interests.

highly qualified, enthusiastic
students," she said.
School districts plus an impartial blue-ribbon Statewide Selection committee choose the
Scholars. The statewide committee includes admissions directors
from public and private college
and universities, assistant admissions directors, vice presidents,
academic deans, college professors from Kentucky public
universities and colleges,
representatives of the Council on
Higher Education and the State
Department of Education.
Students are divided between
the two campuses. As part of the
academic program. each Scholar
chooses a major course of study
from 11 disciplines, ranging from
mathematics to philosophy, including courses in the fine arts and
cultural anthropology. This year,
foreign language instruction in
Ftench and Spanish will be Offered. Students also elect a minor
course and attend seminars. Subjects are taught in non-traditional
ways.
To qualify as primary nominees
from their schools, students are
required to score in the 96th
percentile or above in the KEST or
other Standardized achievement
test, to rank in the top 20th percentiles of the verbal, mathematics or
both sections of the PSAT/NMQST
— the same test required to compete for National Merit Scholarships. Students are nominated by
teachers and must receive high
rankings on such qualities as
academic and intellectual
achievement, originality, creativity, independence, breadth of interest and attitudes towards other
students.
In addition to classes and the extracurricular activities offeted,
nationally known speakers and
performers meet with Scholars on
each campus during the summer
sessions. There are numerous
field trips, including a "Saturday
with the Arts" in Louisville, to be
held July 16, in which many of the
major Louisville arts groups participate. Students, themselves, initiate many of the activities for the
Governor's Scholars Program,

Murray High School is among
nine Kentucky high schools that
have been selected to participate
in the Kentucky High School Project by Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence.
Other schools announced by
Wade Mountz, Prichard Committee chairman, were: Berea Community High School, Berea;
Belfry High School, Belfry;
Evarts High School, Evans; Our
Lady of Mercy, Louisville;
Paducah Tilghman High School,
Paducah; St. Francis High School,
Louisville: Trigg County High
School, Cadiz; West Hardin High
School, Stephensburg.
The schools will spend the next
school year planning structural
changes to make their schools
more challenging and exciting.
The program is organized by the
committee with funds from the
Kentucky Humanities Council,
South Central Bell and the Kentucky Department of Education.
"Our goal," says Chairman
Mountz, "is to encourage fresh
new thinking about the ways high
school help their students learn.
Most high scools today are
organized pretty much the way
they were eighty years ago — it's
time for some new ideas and
breaking some old habits. We also
know that teachers and parents
don't often get a chance to plan
their shcools, and the project helps
with that."
Dr. Robert F. Sexton, the Committee's executive director, said
he was excited about the high

schools in the projet. "They're a
good mix — different kinds .of
schools from all over Kentucky.
What some lack in resources they
make up in enthusiasm. They will
all have something to offer each
other as they work together and
support.each other."
Sexton said each school decided
what was most important for their
students and communities, so
each school will work on a differet
approach to improving instruction. "Some schools will rearrange their schedules to increase
course variety or depth, or to emphasize writing or the humanities,
or to encourage teachers to work
as teams. Others will_plaa student
community service programs or
independent study, or to create
programs to motivate freshman to
take high school more seriously."
The schools will receive
materials, consultants and
assistance from the Project. They
will also participate in several
retreats wih all participating
schools, the first scheduled at
Shakertown at Pleasant Hill in
June.
Through an arrangement with
the Jefferson County Public
Schools's "Coalition of Essential

School's," Ballard, Fairdale,
Doss. Pleasure Ridge Park,
Seneca and Waggener High
Schools will also be included.
-These six Jefferson County
schools have been working on this
for some time, so we'll learn from
their experience," said Moiuitz..
Sexton emphasized that the project's purpose is to help teachers
and administrators plan together
as a team, "and that process of
working together on a shared goal
may be the most important part of
the program. No one can
guarantee that all the programs
will be implemented once they're
planned. After all, that's part of
planning. But we know they'll
learn a lot from the new experience of working together, and
that will strengthen these
schools."
At Murray High School, Principal Bill Wells said inclusion in
the project will help to modify the
curriculum to strengthen
humanities instruction for all
students. especially those in
danger of dropping out and
scheduling rearrangements for
team teaching, interdisciplinary
courses and reducing student
teacher ratio.

%eekènd...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Texas Gas and 1967-68 president of
the MSU Alumni Association;
Lochie Hart of Murray,'32 and '43,
retired teacher and secretary of
the MSU Alumni Association from
1935-48: George Sheridan of Marco
Island, Fla., '47, retired president
of Cuyahoga Falls (Ohio ) Steel
and member of the MSU Foundation Board of Trustees; Dr.
Richard Stout of Murray, '60.
allergist and past president of
Racer Club; and Harry Lee
Waterfield of Frankfort, '32, insurance executive, former lieutenant governor of Kentucky and
chairman of the MSU Foundation
Board of Trustees.
A reception to honor the eight
award winners, sponsored by the
Student Alumni Association
( SAA 1, will be held prior to the
banquet at 6 p.m. in the mid-level
lounge of the Curris Center.
New officers and executive
council members of the Alumni
Association will be installed at the
conclusion of the banquet
program.
Members of the class of 1938 will
be honored at the Emeritus Club
luncheon to begin at 11:30 am
Friday. April 29, in the Corns
Center ballroom. The Emeritus
Club is made up of Murray State
alumni who have celebrated the
50th anniversary of their
graduation.
Other activities scheduled for
the weekend include:
Thursday. April 28 — "An Evening at the Opera," featuring the
MSU Opera WorkShop. The program will begin at 8 p.m in the
Annex Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center. No admission
charge.
Friday, April 29 — Annual BlueGold football scrimmage at 7:30
p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium. Admission will be canned goods or
other donation to Needline.
Friday and Saturday, April 29-30
— ROTC Open House from 6 to 7
p.m. Friday and from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturday at Stewart Satdium. Military equipment
displays and rappelling
demonstration scheduled
Saturday.
Sunday, May 1 — A junior percussion recital by Joe Plucknett at
2 p.m. in the Annex Recital Hall
and a senior voice recital by Trent
Tuffin at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall. No admission
charge.
The annual Student Art Show
and an exhibition by B.F.A. candidate Marsha Harris will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery during Alumni Weekend,
as will graphic design exhibit by
B.F.A. candidate Susie Yoder in
the Curris Center Gallery.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said reservations
for the alumni banquet are $8.50
per plate and $7 per plate for the
Emeritus Club luncheon and
should be made in the Office of
Alumni Affairs no later than April
27.
For more information or to
make meal reservations, interested persons may contact the
Office of Alumni Affairs, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-3737 or 762-6926.

The "sea Chanter."

U.S. Navy Band chorus
to perform at university
Four choral students from
Calloway County High School will
perform with the Sea Chanters
when the chorus of the United
States Navy Band appears in concert at Murray State University on
Friday evening. April 15.
Selected to sing with the 10-voice
chorus on the program to begin at
8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium are:
Shane Adams. tenor, grandson
of Sue Tutt of Murray Route 2;
Tammy Parker, soprano,
daughter of Johnny and Charlotte
Parker of Murray Route 2; John
Paschall. bass, son of Charles 0.
and Louise Paschall of Murray:
and Shari Steen, alto, daughter of
Bernard and Carolyn Steen of
Almo.
They will be featured with the
chorus in its presentation of "Bat•
tie Hymn of the Republic."
The concert is open to the public
at no admission charge. although

Mecham...
(Cont'd from page 1
Corbin.
Acting Gov, Rose Mofford. a
Democrat, became governor with
Mecham's conviction.
"Let us purge our hearts of
suspicion and hate." she said in 'a
statement. "I did not ask for this
burden. But I do not shrink from
the job before me."
Mecham faces an April 21
criminal trial on a charge he concealed a $350,000 campaign loan.
The Senate dropped a charge on
that issue last week
Mecham said he did not know'
what he will do next, including
whether he will appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court. "We'll know in a
couple, three days." he said.
Mecham was removed less than
a week after his family announced
the Mecham Pontiac dealership,
which he has owned since 1950,
was being sold because of declining sales his son blamed on an
"avalanche" of bad publicity.
"Ladies and'gentlemen, Governor Mecham has struck out,"
Democratic Sen. Jesus "Chuy"
Higuera said as he voted for conviction on the two counts.
"The only defense that we have
heard is ignorance of the law,"
Higuera said. "The citizens of this
state will not tolerate this evil insensitivity to the (Arizona) Constitution ahd the laws of the
state."
The vote ended 15 tumultuous
months that shook this staunchly
Republican state and brought
ridicule and criticism from politi-

a ticket is required. General admission tickets may be picked up
at the information desk on the
ground floor of the Corns Center
on the campus
Additional information about
the concert may be obtained by
calling the Department of Music
at 762-4288.
Directed by Master Chief Musician Ronald M Chiles of Osceola,
Ark., the See Chanters are on a national tour The group's repertoire
encompasses all types of choral
music, including traditional sea
chanteys, patriotic selections, folk
songs. sacred hymns and the
diverse sounds of opera and
Broadway.
The group, which also includes a
vocal quartet known as the "Fair
Winds," appears frequently at the
White House, the Vice President's
residence and for dignitaries at
Washington embassies
cians, comedians and the comic
strip "Doonesbury."
On his fifth try for governor,
Mecham was elected in 1986 in a
three-way race with 40 percent of
the vote. He made national
headlines his first day in office by
canceling a Martin Luther King
holiday for state workers on the
grounds it was illegally created by
his Democratic predecessor,
Bruce Babbitt. He subsequently
offended blacks, Jews, women and
homosexuals with offhand
remarks and official actions.
On Feb. 5, the House impeached
Mecham, making the 65-year-old
Mrs. Mofford, who had been
secretary of state, acting
governor
Mecham's supporters and opponents gathered all day outside
the Senate building and listened to
the proceedings over the radio.
Each group cheered as votes
favorable to their side were
announced.
Afterward, Mesa resident Millie
Pratt said, "I feel betrayed by our
Legislature. I had more faith In
them."
Barry Gabriel, who carried a
sign saying, "Guilty. Guilty. Guilty," said he was "happy and
relieved" because "I think he's a
menace."
The Senate convicted Mecham
of ordering Department of Public
Safety Director Ralph Milstead
not to cooperate with Corbin* investigation of an alleged death
threat by a Mecham confidant
against former Mecham aide Donna Carlson.

-•
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PERSPEcT_rVE
Letters To The Editor

The initial hue and cry would be
tremendous, but if the governor
remained resolute, he/she could
be sure that, within weeks, there
would be money enough to balance
the budget — even overbalance
Into the black. Individuals and
groups from every community
would begin raising money to offer
gifts to the state to make up the
"shortfall "
Youth groups, such as the
Cub Scouts. Boy Scouts, and Girl
Scouts, .would :send in their contributions, bringing in hundreds of
dollars
/High school and college
students would also contnbute, adding a few thousand dollars more
/Chambers of Commerce and
Junior Chambers of Commerce
would respond by committing tens
of thoAands of dollars more
Individual sports fans loyal to
the Wildcats. the Tomcats. the
Racers. the Pacers, the Cavaliers
or Whatever, would contribute
sums from 810 to a thousand each
/Kiwanis. Rotary, Elks-,
Moose. and other such Clubs and

Thoughts
In Season

Miiiray Ledger St Times

Local boy making good on staff of New York Times

Politicians could cut deficit
by following this solution
Dear editor:
The problem with politicians is
that they just don't have any imagination. When budget problems
become severe, they find
themselves in a quandary. They
can't raise taxes because, in order
to be elected, they've promised
not to. Thus, for cuts, they always
fall back on Higher Education and
programs for the poor. People in
Kentucky don't care what happens
In Higher Education, nor do they
care much about the poor and
down-trodden. Thus, the poor get
poorer, and Kentucky universities
fall farther and farther behind
their counterparts in other states.
The tragedy is that a politician
with imagination could solve the
"short-fall" with just a few
strokes of his/her pen. What you
do is to threaten to take away what
people really care about. The
message? "The University of Kentucky, the University of Louisville,
and all the state universities will
no longer participate in football,
basketball, or any opther intercollegiate athletics until our
budget problem has been solved."

P1(.1

a closely-cropped red beard these
days, he doesn't have to spend
time shaving.
As a rule, David never sees the
results of his day's labors until the
It's not every day that I have the
following morning when he buys a
their auxiliaries would add
chance to talk with someone on the
copy of The Times at a
thousands more.
staff of The New York Times, The
neighborhood newsstand on the
other day, though, I had that
/Retail and wholesale
way to his bus stop.
pleasure while David Frank was
businesses, motels, restaurants.
• • •
in town. .
blocks equal to a mile, he is a little
bars, oil companies, corporations
Being a morning paper, The
David is the 30-year-old son of more than four miles from The
of all kinds, including the coal
Times doesn't go to press until
Jim and Norma Frank, 1513 Times building.
companies, could contribute
well after he has gone home, with
Johnson Blvd. A 1976 honor
Although he doesn't use it to go
millions.
exception of the times he works
graduate of Western Kentucky back and forth to work, he has a
nights, which he sometimes does
/The media, which depend so
University with a degree in photo- car, a 1979 Toyota. "You don't
during vacation time.
much on the sports world, could
journalism — a degree not want a real good car in New
Once he buys his paper, though,
also give millions.
available at Murray State, — York," he explained."You have to he-boards a bus for
the 45-minute,
David is-onevf four senior picture park on the street, and a new car foUr-plus-miles ride to
,Coaches might even conThe Times
assignment editors with The would be stripped clean before you
building just off Times Square in
tribute some of their embarassingTimes.
knew it."
ly high salaries to the fund, though
mid-Manhattan.
One of the world's great
The Toyota is kept parked on a
this might only result in pennies.
At first, he took the subway to
newspapers, The Times is a morn- nearby side street. It must be
work, but since he would leave his
ing paper with a weekday circula- moved every day from one side to
And finally, those politicians
apartment shortly after 7 a.m., he
who are willingJo spend millions
tion of 1,001,694, according to its the other, however, to make room
found this to be well into the New
latest figures in Editor & for garbage pickup and other serto get themselves elected to high
York rush hour.
Publisher, the Bible of the printed vice vehicles. Failure to do this
offices could throw in a million or
"It was just too crowded," he
media. Its Sunday circulation is can result in a $45 fine.
two to the state now and then.
said. "I had to stand up all the way
1.584,259. Its Sunday paper. David
Once more, the great ComHis work days start at 6 a.m. in, and I couldn't read the paper.
told me, weighs about 12 pounds when he gets up and listens to New
monwealth of Kentucky could conSo, I switched to the bus. On it, I
and costs $L25 on the newstands.
tinue on its way to wherever its
York's two prir,cipal news stations can get a seat and have plenty
of
• • •
leadership 1which made millions
on the radio while he showers and
time to read the paper."
of dollars on books without,
From 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. five days a has breakfast. Since he is sporting
Some days, though. he rides his
week, David is responsible for proevidently, having ever read one
viding the editors of the
thinks it is going.
newspaper's various sections with
Sincerely,
Ten years ago
the pictures they want to go with
Delbert E. Wylder
not have sufficient funds with
Tourists spent over $70 million which to finance
their stories.
1616 Miller Ave.
the program.
He supervises as well as makes in the eight counties surrounding
Murray. Ky. 42071
Births reported include a boy to
and schedules the assignments of Kentucky Lake and Barkley Lake sp.E-4 and Mrs. Thomas D. 1Tomin 1977, according to figures my ) Duncan, April
20 photographers — 18 in New
3.
released by Kentucky's Western
York and two in Washington. ,
Elected as officers of Retired
Waterlands.
"They're the ones who are the
Persons Group. recently organizDr. Joe Rexroat, Tommy ed, were Bryan
hardest to keep up with," he
Tolley, Edgar
laughed, referring to the two in the Sanders, E.L. (Red) Howe Jr., Morris, Katie Overcast and Lillian
Dear editor:
Pete Hulse, Richard Knight, Betty Graves.
nation's capitol.
Recently.Professor Max G. CarAlthough he has been on the job Lowry, A.W. Simmons Jr., and
Thirty years Ago
m arrw a rrr
e
most of the day, the photographic Walter Jones have been appointed
Calloway County Fiscal Court
mathematics department at Mur- pace really picks up about 3:30 to a committee to develop plans made
purchases of road equipray State trom 192s to 1974 p.m. — only a few minutes before for an addition to present club
ment amounting to $22,032.81 this
)department head for many ot
his workday is to end. It is at that house at Murray Country Club.
week, according County Judge
those years I had the great good time that the editors of the many
Twenty years ago.
Waylon Rayburn:. .
fortu-ne t6 hart' him aS'teacher and sections come together routinely
Aviation Boatswain's Mate AirRecent births reported at Muradvisor It was fortunate for me to decide which stories are to go on man Jerald B. McNutt, USN, son
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
because .
Page 1 and how they are to be of Mr. and Mrs. Brent McNutt, is and Mrs. Arthur Puckett, a boy to
1 Dr Carman liked teachin2
displayed. The deadline for the serving on attack aircraft carrier, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Todd and a boy
He was a most ettective classroom first of the paper's three editions is USS John F. Kennedy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Burnice Wilson,
teacher: he was organized and 9 p.m.
Board of Directors of Calloway
Prof. John C.'Winter will preprepared with the ability to be conThere are times when he and his County Chapter of American Red
sent an organ recital today for the
cise and-still explain well. He took
photographers have to move fast Cross has voted to discontinue the
Mayfield Music Club.
an interest in students and their to provide pictures related to the Blood Program for Calloway
Mrs, Elmus Beale spoke on "100
futures He had this reputation as stories selected and requested at County because the chapter does
Years in Murray" at a meeting of
a teacher in _service coUrsesas that late hour by the editors. "And
well as in courses for the major In this can get hectic," he said,
my case. I went to graduate school "because you have to find
in mathematics because he en- available photographers, which
couraged me to do so. isn't always a simple matter, and
2 hr Carman liked then get them where they need to
mathematics and continued to be to get the pictures.
study it. He maintained an up-to.
"Here, again, getting a man
date curriculum he wasn't scared from one side of New York to the
to try new things. I had an other — either in a radio-equipped
abstract algebra courst at Murray
Times car or in a cab — is no simin 1955: a comparable course was ple matter, especially late in the
first offered at Western in 1963
afternoon with the rush hour
All too often college and univer- cranking up."
sity students do not have the
• • •
benefit of the interest and concerr
In the big city, David lives in a
I was shown I did not know film
one-bedroom apartment he bought
lucky I was!
at 93rd Street and First Avenue. A
Martha W atson
comparable one, he says, rents for
Department of Mathematit s
about $900 a month.
Western Ky. University
Since New Yorkers consider 20
EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the
first of a two-part series on David
Frank, a Murray native now with
the New York Times.

bicycle to work, weaving his way
through the wild maze of taxi cabs
and hazardous New York traffic,
covering the distance in about 20
minutes as compared with the 45
minutes it takes on the subway or
the bus.
The bus ride downtown gives
him the time he needs to scan The
Times'headlines and to read a few
paragraphs of most of the stories
as well as the leading stories —
like developments in Panama, on
the West Bank in Israel, in the
Persian Gulf, Nicaragua and the
presidential primaries — in their
entirety.
"This gives me a good start on
the day," he said, "Because I can
get a good feel of what's going on
by the time I get to the office."
At noon, his pace begins to
quicken when he receives copies
of "the budgets." These are lists of
the stories the various editors plan
to use in the next morning's editions. This clues him further to
their photo needs. Then 31,2 hours
later follows the Page 1 staff
meeting.
(To be continued)

Looking Back

Max Carman
was inspiring

Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church,
The Rev. William T. Thomas is
rector of St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Forty years ago
Passenger fares will not be increased by Murray Transit Co.,
according to John L. Ghibaudy,
manager.
The Rev, Robert Jarman, Guy
Billington, C.O. Bondurant and
Grover W. James of Murray
Rotary Club attended the Rotary
District Conference at Henderson.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College, has appointed Mrs. Clem Krider of
Paris, Tenn., to teach a class in
voice and diction at Paris.
Mrs. Hal Tucker will direct a
program on "Safety" at a meeting
of Kirksey High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association on
April 8.

All Dodge
RAM-50's
In Stock

By ken Violf
"Work is no longer done with the
proud consciousness that one is being useful. but with the humiliating
and agonizing feeling of enjoying a
pnvilege bestowed by a temporary
stoke of fortune that one enjoys...a job."
These words, written by the
French social thinker Simone Weil
in 1934, might help explain why
even today — 50 years later — people do not take the pride in their
work which is necessary if we are
to have a truly competitive
economy.
The Japanese, through their
famous "quality circles." have
taken steps to ensure that their
workers do not feel isolated from
"management." The feeling of being part of a team instead of a cog
in an industrial machine can help
people do a better job and produce
a better product.
Some American companies are
finding this out: others have yet to
learn.
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DOUBLE DAY
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Sat.
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FREE!
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'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.'

1332 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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Ivill .peak

Dale will talk about •'Why Did We Marry'' Other topics will be discussed at the conference to start at S a.m. For more information contact
Joyce Hastings, Henry County Extension Office. Paris. Tenn.

Pari.s

John Dale, minister of Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ. M urray
will be one of the featured speakers -at the second annual Womens
Health Conference at Elks Lodge. Paris. Tenn.. on Saturday. April 9

T('/eph()i/C PiOnCerti plan eVen(
• The Paducah Lite Member Club of' Telephone Pioneers of America
will hold flea market on Friday and Saturday. April S and 9. at Ninth
and Washington Streets. Paducah. This fund-raising project will benefit
the many community services supported by the pionejrs. Organizations
reCeiving contributions from this group during the past year include The
Salvation Army. Red Cross, Habitat for Humanity. Dream Factory,
Kentucky. Easter Seal Center. Forest Hills School for Exceptional
Children. and Lupus Foundation. The market will be op.* to the public
from 7 tiTm. to 4 p.m each day.
, .
11(11-(111,sr )11 Will
)11. 1ii
11.01-k,s

Italian
Spaghetti Special

anao-i

$ 1 49

ONLY

With Garlic Bread

Salad 59 Extra
Free Refills On Drinks

Inside Dining Only

Edward Hutchison, a Murray State University Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree candidate, will. present an exhibition of works in the upper level
of Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. The exhibit,
entitled "Mothers Make Memories or life in Generall" will be on
display from Wednesday, April 6. through Sunday. April 17. It will in.
eludea variety of drawings. textiles and prints. He is the son of Mrs.
Jeannie Griffin of Metropolis, Ill., and is an active member of Gamma
Beta Phi honors society.

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM

n•••••
• •1111,
,alirgin•
•1F:17111144

You can't eat this well at home for this price.

GalaCn

STUDENTS WIN - Murray High School winners of Region I of Futurc
Business Leaders of America Conference held recently at Murray State
niversity were, from left, Julie Kazzell, first in Shorthand I: Melanie
Julian, first in Public Speaking; and Darla Cul% er, second in Typing II.
These winners will compete at the state level at Kentucky FRIA
I.eadership Conference in Lookville -%pril 21-23.

kpartniCnt will MCC(

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday.
April 7, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Millie Graves will present a slide
presentation on "Birds.- Faye McConnell will give the thought for the
day. A plant exchange will also be included on :he agenda. Hostesses
will be Mary Wells, Jane Lae Helen Hodges. Millie Graves and Effie
Vaughn.

Dealt)

T\V• Pt to mcct
Eddie Roberts Jr. Post No. 629i of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet
Thursday. April 7. at 7 p.M. at Miller Courthouse Annex use back entrance This will be a regular meeting with nomination for election of
officers to be included. All members are urged to attend according to
• Roger Emmert. t ommander.
fOinCinaker,
Chown •s:nr,take's RnTHSCHILD imperof Baroque Formal r

Purchase Area Homemakers of Calloway. Marshall.. Fulton. Ca:.
Hickman. McCracken and Ballard Counties will have their area cultdrai
arts day on lioriday..-xpeir-n7in the FeIlw.vshir Hairotrirst Baptist
Church, 2o3 South Fourth St.. Murray. Exhibits n..ust be preregistered
and an admission fee of $I will be charged. pr. Harold Eversmeyer. pro:essor of biological sciences at Murray State University. will present A
program on -Spring Wild Flowers of West Kentucky." For more. infor:nation call Rosanna Miller.. area cultural arts t r.airman. ,c 753-937(1

HOW OUR BRIDAL REGISTRY WORKS FOR YOU—
Oyer the years we've found our Bridal Registry Service to be
one of the most appreciated of all the services that we offer to
our customers. It makes it easy for you to select the perfect
wedding or shower gift because you know it's exactly what tht
prospective bride is looking fdr. The engaged couple register their preferences in china, crystal,
flatware and gifts are. We record this and update the list as gifts
are purchased, to avoid duplications.
Visit us the next time you're shopping for wedding or shower
gifts. We'll help you select the gift the bride really wants. We'll
gift-wrap it. We'll ship it. And the service is free!

SCni()1 trip to

1)C Sattirda I •

Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens. Inc . has a special trip planned for Saturday. April 9. to
Land Between the Lakes. This will be to Empire Farm for a demonstration and slide presentation on -Moonshining '• A picnic lunch will be
served at noon. The afternoon Ail include a tour of the Homeplace-1',50
Vans will leave the parking lot at North Fourth and Walnut Streets a:
a m. and teturn at 4 p m The (Jost will be P.11 , t hit h includes lunch For
reservations call 753-0929.

Couples currently in our registry:
Catherine Dick and Jeff Clark
Becky Shuffett and Mickey Spann
Tammy McBee and Tony Wallace
Linda Hartline and Joe Beal Orr
Maureen Schaefer and Kent Eversmeyer
Stephanie Spegal and Mark McC,allon
Larita Lewis and Keith Lovett
Tracy Fox and Jeff Pitrnan
Julie Robertson and Tracy Carraway
Ginger and Kenny Overbey
Melissa and Jeff Graves

John Arnett'graduates
Sgt. John B. Arnett graduated
from Drill Sergeant School at Fort
Knox on March 11. He graduated
second in his class.
Arnett. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie F. Arnett of Rt. 1, Murray.
will serve as a drill sergeant in Co.
C, 2nd Bn., 13th Armored Regiment, 1st Armored Training
Brigade, Fort Knox.
His other schools include
Primary Leadership Development Course (honor graduatel,
and Basic Non-Commissioned Officers' Course.
Arnett's awards include
Overseas Service Ribbon, Army
Service Ribbon, Non -

74.54416a4e
121 By Pass MUM)"
753-4541
Hours: Mon..Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Commissioned Officers Development Ribbon. Good Conduct
Medal second award', Army
Achievement Medal and Army Accommodation Medal
He was stationed at Fort Carson, Colo., and Garlstedt, West
Germany. before his present
assignment.

Sale! Tandy® 1000 SX With DeskMate® Software
IBM PC Compatible for Home or Business

59995

Tandy
1000 SX

25 1052

Reg.849.00
Low As $30 Per Month •

Less Momtor

Save
$24905

-as
a IBM PC Compatibility Allows You to Choose From
seen)
(
Thousands of Different Software Packages
on TV

Diners Want Their Leftovers
Bagged Without Much Ado

CI"Clit 011 .11017(13V

Sgt. John B. Arnett

By Abigail Van Buren
• '988

by Ur,•••111,

DEAR ABBY My husband and I
both work downtown and live in the
suburbs, so we often eat dinner
together downtown after work We
are usually served more than we
can eat. so we ask for a "doggie"
bag to take home the leftovers
We tried a new place, and when
we asked our waiter if we could take
our leftovers home, he came hack
with a pint-sized carton with a little
wire handle — the kind you get
when you buy ice cream to carry
home We felt embarrassed putting
our leftovers, like so much "gar•
bage,- into this carton in plain view
of everybody. In other restaurants.
they transfer your leftovers into a
doggie bag in the kitchen and give
it to you at the end of the meal.
Please print this so we can mail
it to the guilty restaurateur. Thank
you
DINEILS

P•1111,11S•nO,C1'.

because it had SI/MC rice on it and
we didn't order rice' (Evidently he
took it out of the garbage can
We were outraged, and told him to
hnng us a new piece of beef —
which he did
From now on, if we have food to
take home, we always ask the
waiter to bring the container to our
table'
RUTH & PAUL BRANDER.
DELRAY BEACH. FLA
• ••

DEAR /CBBY You were right on
in your response to "Life Must Go
(
— the :il year-old widow whose
in laws thought she should wait a
while before starting to date again
She had two children. 7 and .i. and
had gonr through grief counseling,
and after SIX months she felt ready
to get in with her life
Thanks for saying that no one
can presume to make rules that will
apply to everyone following the
death of a beloved spouse
BEEN THERE

DEAR DINERS: The "guilty
restaurateur" may not feel so
guilty after all. Read on for a
letter I received the same day
yours arrived, and file them
both under:"Damned if you do.
DEAR BEEN THERE: It's
and damned if you don't."
only natural for the in-laws of
the young widow to think she
DEAR ABBY. My wife and I are should wait a while before
both 75 years old and we go out to starting to date again. They are
eat two or three times a week. We probably afraid that she will
usually order two meals and take remarry and make a new life
for herself and they will lose
home what is left
Last Sunday we went to a nice contact with their precious
place and the food was not cheap grandchildren, which is all they
We both ordered prime rib steak We have left of their son.
I would hope that if and when
shared my plate, and my wife ate a
small piece of her steak, and asked this young mother remarries,
the waiter to wrap up the remainder she will stay close to her first
in-laws and assure them that
to take home.
When we were ready to leave, we they have not lost their grandasked the waiter for our check and children — that there's room in
the leftover meat. He came hack and her heart for them, too.
to us that the meat had already
• ••
been thrown out, so I told him terbring us another piece of beer
Problems' Arlie to Abby. For •
He returned with a piece of meat,
saying he was able to retrieve it per...tonal. unpublished reply. send •
self-addressed.
envelope to
before they threw it in the garbage. Abby. P() HtPli stamped
89440, Los Angeles,
We looked at the meat, and it wasn't ( slur 140060 All correspondence I.
ours We were sure it wasn't, confidential
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Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION

on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH

•ARGAIN SHOWS • All SEATS S2.5 1
SAT SUN. AFT d TUB RITE

all-suite resod 1 or 2 bed suites have fully equipped kitchens
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO
Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
sightseeing, gott, tennis, water spans.
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95
just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central nor
ida attractions
Beautiful new

room

DIRECILY_QtLILIE_QUAN

•Radio Shack revolving creed Payment may vary depending upon account balance DesIrMate/Reg TM Tandy Corp IBM/Reg TM IBM
Corp Marble Madness and Startligiht1TM Electronic Arts Space Ouest/TM Sierra On Line Typing Tutor IV/TM Simon A Schuster Robot
Odyssey and Rocky's Boots/TM The Learning Company Varsity SCRIPSIT/TM Tandy Corp

LEASING

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach

POLICE

AcADINT5

Oceania Suite Hotel
421 S. Atlantic Ave., New

Based on availability from
Apr. 16 to May 25, 1988

Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach,FLORIDA

IMP

7 26
IS

Special Rates:
S35.00* ONE BEDROOM

SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night. double occupancy
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Coming events listed
Tuesday, April 5
Tuesday, April 5
Annual Mother-Daughter BanFlute Ensemble Concert will be
quet ipotluck i of First United
at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Methodist Church Women will be
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
at 6:30 p.m. at social hall of
State University.
church. No reservations are
————
necessary.
Wednesday, April 6
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Crime Watch Program open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acorganizational meeting for Col- tivities by senior citizens.
dwater area will be at 6:30 p.m. at
————
Coldwater United Methodist
Goshen United Methodist
Church.
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
————
at church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
——
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Country Club Lady
at South Side Manor Recreational Golfers Tee-off Coffee will be at
Room.
10 a.m. in ladies' lounge of club
house.
———
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
Pacers Homemakers Club will
American Legion Building, South
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospitality
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Room of University Branch of
Delta Department of Murray —Bank of Murray. Note change In
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m. date and place.
at club house.
————
————
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
Kappa Department of Murray and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30 Library.
p m. at club house.
————
Ladies' day bridge with Mabel
Southwest Calloway Elemen- Rogers as hostess is scheduled at
tary School will have its skating 930 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
party from 6 to 8 p.m at Circus
Health Express of MurraySkating of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
————
Ladies Guild of St. Leo's at Central Shopping Center, MurCatholic Church will meet at 7 ray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m. Blood pressure, cholesterol,
p.m in Gleason Hall.
triglyceride,
anemia and diabetes
————
Bingo will be played at 7 p.m. in screenings and colon cancert kits
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic will be available.
————
Church.
Living with Diabetes will meet
Annual spr- ing meeting of at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
Associate of Murray State Univerof Murray-Calloway County
sity Libraries will be at 7 p.m. in
Hospital.
Reading Room, Pogue Library.
————
MSU
Bereavement Support Group
———
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
B J. McGibney junior trombone
classroom of Murray-Calloway
recital will be at 6:45 p.m. in Far. County Hospital.
Reeital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
————
Center, Murray State University.
Events in Land Between the
————
Lakes will include Iron Industry at

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday.. April
1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Francisco baby girl. parents,
Donna and Ted. .Rt. 2. Box 28A,
Springville. Tenn.:
Carter baby boy. parents.
Debora anfd James. Rt 7. Box 109.
Murray;
Byrley baby boy, parents.
Sherri and Ben, Rt. 1, Box 86B,
Kirksey;
Hester baby girl. parents. Betty
and David. Box 34. Kirksey;
Smith baby boy. parents. Jennifer and Roger, 408 Walnut St..
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs Rachel 0. Wilson, Box 133,
Hazel; Mrs. Ella Kathryn Wake,
1602 Sunset. Murray, Miss
Makayla S. Barrett. Rt. 6, Box 373,
Benton;
Mason G. Billington, 1701
Parklane, Murray; Mrs. Millie
Birdsong. Rt. 5. Box 1178, Murray;
Hubert L. Clifton, Rt. I, Box 268.
Bruceton. Tenn,
Jason Crockarell, B.9 Henderson Dr., Paris. Tenn.; Mrs. Lois
H Earhart. Rt. 1, Box 706, Dover,
Term. • John M Farris. 205 Central
Ave.. Mayfield;
L.D. Foster. GO! Murray
Manor, Murray; John W. Guthrie
Jr., 600 Poplar St., Mayfield; Mrs.
Jeanette Henson. Rt. 5, Box 301.
Bentoe;
William M. Hollander, 105 South
12th St., Embassy Apt. A.7, Mur.
ray; Mrs. Roxie J. Jones, 509
North Fourth St., Murray:
Mrs. Oneta G. Morris, 1609
Sunset Blvd., Murray; Acie C.
Smith, 319 North Fifth St., Murray; John E. Speight. Rt. 1, Box
273. Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Jackolyn Spiceland, Rt. 4.
Box 352, Murray; Ms. Vicki J.
Tracy, 705 South Fourth St., Murray; Mrs. Bevia M. Jones (expired Rt. 3, Box 149, Benton.
————
M u rray -Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Saturday. April 2.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs Daisy Billington. 1100

South 16th St.. Murray; Kenny M
Davidson, 846 South Second St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Debra L.
Galloway, 514 South 13th St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Amanda E. Gansner. Rt. 2,
Hazel; J.W. Harpole, Rt. 1, Farm.
ington; Robert N. Hughes, Box
194, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary V. Majors. 1214B
Peggy Ann Dr.. Murray; Mrs.
‘'audie M. Riley, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Miss Katie A. Rogers, Box 704,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Laura F. Rogers, 807
Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs. Ruth
M. Shekel), Rt. 5. Box 1330. Murray; Mrs. Della G. Spicola, Rt. 5,
Box 621. Murray;
Mrs. Debbie L. Simpson and
baby girl. Rt. 6. Box 16, Mayfield;
Joseph B. Spalding, 8 3 1 0
Delightful Ct., Louisville;
Richard W. Campbell expired
Rt. 2. Box 353, Murray.

This Area's Only REAL ITAUAN PIZZA
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Thursday. April 7
at 7:30 p.m. m Gleason Hall, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

We're Glad
You Asked

WHAT TO DO FIRST WHEN
A DEATH OCCURS
When a death occurs in your
family, call us immediately and
then phone your pastor, priest or
rabbi. He can provide the immediate comfort and solace at
your hour of greatest need.
On our call, we will find out
what the family needs are and
what immediate arrangements
must be made prior to the services. It is comforting to know
that our services are available
to you totally on a 24-hour-a-day
basis.
As your funeral director, we
are familiar with all the personal and legal necessities
which surround death. We will
proceed with all thoughtfulness
and efficiency to take care of the
required procedures, taking
these
burdens off
your
shoulders. These include,
'among others: declaration of
death which must be certified
by a doctor), completion of the
death certificate, registration of
the death and request for burial
permit.
There are literally dozens of
other details, all of which are
important to you and for your
personal comfort in these
critical hours. You can rely on
us to take care of these matters
with dignity and foremost con- ;
cern for your needs and
comforts.

Miller
Funeral Home
iII

N

-ath St

—53-461 2

Its

PRE-SEASON
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Income is good now, but you could
buy something today that you really

depend on us for

VALUE EQUALITY

SALE!

BUY NOW AND SAVE

Pond Fed

Catfish Fillets. ▪ . . Lb $3.59
Pork
Tenderloin

$299

Lb

Hi-EFFICIENCY

AIR CONDITIONER

CARRY-COOL

AIR CONDMONER

Partin's

Country Sausage.

. . Lb

By The Piece

Smoked Jowl
Sliced 89' Lb.
100% Pure Ground Beef V4 Lb.

Patties

79°
$ 1 946
Lb

14 Lb

Box

Choice

Sides of Beef

Lb

$1 45

Model aL

180A

¶7700 17 400 BTU 230 200 volts
¶30 139 amps- 4-way ,a,abie a.,
flow daectioo 2 Ian 2 cookng speeds
10-pos.t•on thermostat Energy sayer
ivotch

Reg. Price
Rebate

549.93
-30.00

Model AT RO5L A
5 000 BTU 80 EER 115 volts. 5 4 amps
Easy ms(aitat,on 10-p.:33100n thermostat
2 tan, 2 cooing speeds

Your Cost $51995

$25995

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping & Freezing

Field

Wieners

Lb $ 1

79

FREE
DEU VERY

Gibson's Aged 1/2 or Whole

$

meet at 7 p.m. in Parish Center,
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Knights of Columbus will meet

Events at First United
Frances Drake
Methodist Church will include
FOR
WEDNESDAY APRIL 6 1988
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley Luncheon at 11:30 ARIES
don't need. A more positive attitude is
needed regarding a work situation.
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
It's best to hold off on business Don't sell yourself short.
Finance Committee at 6:45 p.m.;
requests now. A boss may be preoc- SAGITTARIUS
Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m. cupied
with other matters. You do (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
fig
————
have the gift of gab today and others
Mental hobbies engage your attenEvents at Memorial Baptist find you quite personable.
tion. You agree with a child. A money
Church will include Prayer TAURUS
worry needn't dampen your outlook
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs (Apr.20 to May 20)
now. Evening hours place an accent
Judgment is shrewd regarding on leisure and romance.
and RAS at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
financial interests, though a loved CAPRICORN
Choir at 8 p.m.
one tends to extravagance. An (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
————
adviser seems unduly pessimistic.
Some time by yourself gives you
Thursday, April 7
time to think, but be aware that an
Garden Department of Murray Artistic talents are up front.
GEMINI
overly serious mood on your part
Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
(May 21 to June 20)
could bring others down a bit. Try
at club house.
In many ways, this is a stellar day your hand at decorating today.
— -- —
for you regarding social interests. AQUARIUS
Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 Though you'll feel popular and loved,
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Veterans of Foreign Wars will there is some concern now about a
Don't let worries get the best of
meet at 7 p.m. at Miller Cour- financial matter.
you now. The future may remain
CANCER
thouse Annex (back entrance).
uncertain, but today couldn't be
(June 21 to July 22)
better for creativity, leisure, and
————
Partners may not be as supportive get-togethers with friends.
Free Financial Planning
Seminar will be at 7 p.m. at as you'd like them to be, but you'll PISCES
41re
find that a business talk is very much (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
nseet
Calloway Public Library.
to your liking. Rise above distracBusiness should take precedence
————
tions.
mer pleasure now. Schedule imporAA and Al-Anon will have closed
LEO
tant meetings and don't let a friend's
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior (July 23 to Aug. 22)
negativity rub off on you. Enjoy home
.Talks with agents and representa- life tonight.
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059. 762-3399. tives are advantageous now. FavorIF BORN TODAY you work well
able developments occur regarding a with groups and often achieve a
753-7764 or 753-7663. •
child's education. A work concern position of leadership in that capac— — —"gets you down for a while.
ity. At times you suffer from a conflict
Eating Disorders Group will
VIRGO
between wanting to fit in and doing
meet from 3 to 4 p.m. in.Testing (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
your own thing.
and Counseling Center, Ordway or You'll get a better understanding
Hall, Murray State University. from a family member today. The day
favors important domestic decisions,
For information call 762-6851.
but concern about an intimate matter
————
may weigh on you.
Health Express of MurrayLIBRA
Calloway County Hospital will be
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
at Hilltop Kash Market at Canton
Some are asked to do a favor for a
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at .Sowell's
parent or older relative. Partners
Wee Mart at Aurora from 12:30 to
make 4appy plans for the future.
2:30 p.m. Flood pressure.
You'll be doing more dating and
cholesterol, triglyceride, anemia
celebrating in the coming weeks.
SCORPIO
and diabetes screenings and cobo
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
cancer kits will be offered.

COUPON

1etts
1 00% rnoirarei
P
(hem on eat h

Thursday, April 7
"Spring Fever" will be
presented by Dance Theatre at 8
p.m. in Robert E. Johnson Theatre
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. For information
call 762-4421.
————
Collegiate YMCA Seminar will
be at 3:30 p.m. in Barkley Lecture
Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University. For information
call 762-3808.
————
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
— —

Your Individual
Horoscope

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Sunday. April 3. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Opal M Wade and baby
girl. Rt. 2, Box 124, Paris. Term ,
Mrs. Donna Gay Francisco and
baby girl. Rt. 2. Box 28A. Springville, Term.;
Mrs. Paula J. Ragsdale and
baby girl. 189 E. Lake, Camden,
Term.; Mrs. Jennifer S. Smith and
baby boy, 408 Walnut, Paris.
Term.:
Miss Heather Lillis, 8236
Wahrman. Romulus, Mich.; Miss
Asheey D. Waggoner, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Paul Lindy Paschall.
Rt. 7, Box 590. Murray;
Mrs. Evelyn C. Loftin, Rt. 7,
Benton; Tyler B. Brandon, Rt. 4,
Box 164F, Benton; Miss Deborah
J. Paschall, Box 223, Puryear,
Term
Miss Marianne Wallace, 3824
Cumnor, Downers Grove, Ill.; Otis
B. Lamb, Rt. 1, Box 53, Murray;
Stephen E. Rudd. Box 508, Benton;
Mrs. Edna I. Morrison, Rt. 3,
Box 19B, Murray; Mrs. Thelma
Hughes. 1012 South Fifth St.,
Hickman; Mrs. Irene Purcell,
Lakeland Wesley Village. Rt. 5,
Benton.

2 Large 16" PIZZAS
ii
2 Toppings
pumil
2(1) Liter Pepsi

e

Wednesday, April 6
Thursday, April 7
Life
House
at 1506 Chestnut St.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850 and Morel will have prayer trime from 12
Mushroom Hunt at 1:30 p.m. at noon to 1:30 p.m.
————
Woodlands Nature Center.
Events in Land Between the
————
An American Red Cross Blood Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Drive will be from 10 a.m. to 5 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
p.m. in Curtis Center Ballroom, Homeplace-1850.
————
Murray State University.
Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
————
Richard Russo, professor at Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
Southern Illinois University, will p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
read from his works at 7:30 p.m. in building.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Admission is free.
Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet at
————
Events at First Baptist Church 7:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
will include Bible Study at 9:45
Murray
Single
Connection will
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m:.; classroom, Education Building,
Prayer meeting, Youth First United Methodist Church.
Fellowship and children's choirs For information call Pam at
at 6:30 p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
p.m
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club
play practice in parlor at 4 p.m.
and brainstorming with Youth
Club parents at 4:15 p.m.

541€

Hospital lists patients
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Country Ham
No Charge For Slicing

Lb

$

1"

— Wholesale & Retail Meat

0113SON HAM CO.
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1601
We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray

AND
NORMAL
INSTALLATION
IASK FOR DETAILS)

GE Rebates
Up To '50
On Selected
Models

EASY TERMS — FINANCING AVAILABLE
Low Inorost Ratesl
Home Owned
Lone Monthly Payments
fest, Efficient Service! free Warranty! Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street

753-1586
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AROUND THE HOUSE
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Lang answers readers* home improvement questions
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We have having a small
tennis court put up on our property
a short distance from the house.

There usually is a fairly strong
wind blowing from the right side of
the court into it. We would like to
put up a fence that will be a protection against the wind. Any

myeRi

4IA

P-41 11
11
41
-110/

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.Cash &SaleCarry

500 S. 4th St..1534450
Open. Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Ends
Monday'

Viae-MC-Oiscorer

"SPECIALS OF—THE

WEEK"

Asphalt

MP
,

Shingles
$1 848
•Sun Activated
Seal-Down Tabs
•Standard Weight 80nd Shingles
Together
•Class A No I
F be•g I a SS

368"
Enjoy
Energy
Efficiency!

suggestions?
A. — It has been determined
that solid fences usually stop the
wind less than one made of slats
with small spaces between them.
Placing a baffle on the top of the
fence is an even better protection
if it is angled away from the wind.
Q. — The area in back of our
house soon will be made into a concrete patio. It will be built so that
water slopes away from the house.
Is there any way to tell how much
the patio should be sloped or
should we just rely on our
judgernent?
A. — You can rely on _your
judgement and get good results,
but one way to be certain of the
result is to slope the concrete
about one inch for every 7 feet of
length. Take plenty of time to see
that the drainage is adequate. It is
a vital part of the construction.
Q. — We will be having our
downstairs bathroom remodeled
within the next few months. It is
going to be expensive, but we think
it will be worth it. However, is
there some way we can cut down
on the cost?
A. — Bathroom remodeling is by
its very nature fairly expensive.
But you can make some savings
by the manner in which the
changes are made. such as the
way in which the plumbing lines
will be altered It's something you
have to talk over with your contractor, explaining to him frankly
that you want the job to be done as
economically as possible. He
usually can give you some
alternatives.
Q. — We have a one-family
house, all on one floor. I inspected
our gutters recently and found
standing water at three different
places around the house There

were no accumulations of leaves
or other debris in the gutters, but I
recall water overflowing the gutters at those three points during
heavy rains. Can you advise me
why the standing water and what
can be done about it?
A. — There is no doubt that the
gutters are sagging at those three
points. Get on a ladder, which
presumably you did when you inspected for leaves, and find out
why the sagging is taking place.
You will find that the supports at
those places along the system
have come loose in some way. The
supports usually are straps or
some other kinds of fasteners.
Once you have determined the
type of supports you have, either
refasten them or buy new ones.
After you have made the repairs.
test the gutters by running water
from a hose into them. Run the
water freely and observe carefully
what happens. If the water continues to collect in any one spot,
the supports there need additional
attention.
Q. — I know hardware stores
don't count the nails, but to settle
an argumenccan you tell me how
many 10-pec1y nails are supposed
to be in a pound of them? I understand there is some kind of chart
that tells this.
A. — Technically, there are supposed to be 69 10-penny common ,
nails in a pound. Note this refers to
common nails. You didn't say
which kind. There are 10-penny
sizes in other kinds of nails, too.
Do-it-yourselfers will find.
much helpful information in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which can. be obtained by sending $2 to this
newspaper at Box 5. Teaneck. NJ
07666

MANUAL DEFROST 8.1 CU. FT.
CHEST FREEZER

•Leather-tike te,?(tured steel lid
*Sliding lift-out basket
'Adjustable temperature control
'Energy-saving features

1"x6" Treated

Fence Board
$
18
6 H.

NOW ONLY

'249"

We Service What We Sell

April
ACE Bargains

AtCE
BEST
BUYS

Hardware

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
INext to Cain's AMC Jeep)

466

Hwy 641 N
759-1 505

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

n.

,T

J
•... :,ts
A FEATURE OF THIS ONE•LEV EL house is a large
ent rance foyer that
provides an attractive area for receiving guests
The living room has a
"floating fireplace - and the dinette is large enough to
double as a family
room. Plan HA 14621 has 1.776 square feet. For
more information write
-- enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope -- to
York & Schenke.
Stewart Ave . Garden ('its. \I' 11.').10

tntique quilts are finding a new life
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Antique quilts have become too
valuable to be used for their
original purpost.as bedcoverings.
Instead, they art finding a new life
as art objects hung on the wall or
over an open staircase.
Museum conservation techniques can be used to rescue an old
quilt whose condition may look
hopeless. But don't expect the impossible. says Janice Hamburger.
textile conservator and consultant
to the textile study room at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Writing in a newsletter put out
by Lavant. maker of a soap product for quilts and other fragile
materials, she suggests looking
carefully at a quilt's condition
before buying it or attempting to
restore it.
Check to see if there are stains.
holes, missing sections, frayed
edges or filling coming out. Ascertain whether the quilt is patchwork or applique.
Some problems on both types of

THE BEST OF ALL WHIRLS.

WHILE

SUPPLIES
LAST

Whirlpool Products

Every Jason Portable Spa features beautiful redwood cabinetry
with lock and key access. Jason's unique removable side
panels
allow further equipment accessibility plus the advantage of converting any portable into a permanently (drop-ml installed spa.
Jason Portables also feature double layers of insulation, including an •xtra generous lay•r of polyurethane foam on the spa
shell and styrofoam panels to better hold heat while keeping
equipment noise at whisper levels. Elegance on the outside, ef.
ficiency on the inside, and Jacuzzi family knowledge behind
every spa. The best of all whirls from Jason.

As Adr•rfived
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Folding Fence
White vinyl coated wire fence with
'ound top 18" high a 8 feet long

WHILf
SU P PL It S
tAST

Pruning Shears
8' long anvil shears with Teflon-S'
coated blades & vinyl grip handles

As Ad.e.t..•d
On
Pik:0,0mo' T V

Epoch and
Epoch Deluxe

Selina

II

Sunshine
Mak!IS

Esprit' III
76' x 81

Simple Green
Cleaner-67 Oz.

-

Concentrated household & oviorno
bye cleaner & degreaser worto fast

1E6 70081
Ace Silver Sak
33 Gal. Trash Bags

2 mil lawn & trash bogs ore strong
enough for heavy loads ?5 per box

Trento
x 8' x,34

208 E. Main

Legend —

THORNTON TILE & MARBLE

Murray Supply
753-3361

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
612 So. 9th St.
z

••••••

753-5719

quilts are easily fixed. For example. if a quilt has loose dirt and
dust on. it, you can vacuum them
out. But oil, blood, mildew and
water stains are unlikely to come
out.
Yellow or brown stains may
come out with wet cleaning, but be
prepared for the arduous process
of washing a large quilt. If the
piece is in poor condition, it may
not withstand the rigors of
washing, according to
Hamburger
The instructions for safe
washing are daunting but it can be
accomplished, especially if the
quilt is not too large and you can
use a bathtub to do the job.
Washing requires laying the piece
completely flat in a trough filled
with water
Rest the quilt on a screen and
submerge it in 90-degree distilled
water with a mild clear soap
Never use bleach. Do not rub or
squeeze but blot water in with soft
sponges. Several rinses will be required to remove the soap and accumulated dirt
Before washing. test the fabric
to make sure it is colorfast In patchwork quilts, all the different
kinds of fabric ought to be tested
Instead of wringing the piece out.
blot up the excess moisture on
both sides and then allow it to lie
flat while it dries.
The colorful appliqued and em•
broidered crazy quilts, popular in
the Victorian era, cannot be
satisfactorily cleaned, in Hamburger's opinion
flaws in
crazy quilts th)Vcan be fixed include a sta.
backing and a few
holes.
If the quilt is in good condition,
begpi the refurbishing by first
vacuuming loose dirt and dust
with a very low suction appliance
(such as a handheld one without
actually touching the nozzle to the
quilt. Cover the nozzle with
netting.
Mending the quilt can be an enjoyable project for a competent
seamstress. A relatively sound
quilt can be greatly improved with
neat sewing.
To cover holes and frayed areas
on the patches. use matching colored netting, the finer the mesh
the better.
For each patch, cut a large
piece of netting and sew it along
the edge of the patch using a curved needle and following the
original stitching. Then trim off
the excess netting along the stit•
ches. White netting can be used all
along the border.
Those who love quilts tend to acquire more of them than can
reasonably be displayed at one
time. To store those not on view,
keep them in a dark dry place with
a humidity level between 50 and 60
percent.
Ideally. a quilt should be stored
completely flat but if this is not
feasible, fold it as little as possible. Place acid-free tissue paper
on the folds and put the quilt in an
acid-free box lined with some of
the acid-free paper.
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Jayhawks upset Sooners
in NCAA championship
By JOH\ NELSON
KANSAS 83
AP sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The
OKLAHOMA 79
ball caromed off the glass
KANNAIS
backboard as time ran out, and
Newton 64 1 2 15. Piper 4.6 0.0
Manning
it fell. fittingly, into the hands
13 24 5 731, Pritchard
13 Gurldner 1-2
0-02 Barry 0-2 1 2 1 Normore 3.3 0.1 7 Hat'
of Danny Manning. They were
ma 1 1 0-0 2 Minor / -4 2 2 4. Maddox 0-00-00 the hands that built Kansas'
Totals 35.55 9-14 84
OKLAHOMA
first national basketball cham1;rant 6-14 2 3 14. Sieger 7 15 1-2 22. King? 14
3 3 17 +Blaylock 6 130-1 14. Grace 4 14 3.4 I.
pionship in 33 years.
Mullins 0.0 0-0 0
Kansas beat fifth-ranked
Totals 30-70 9.13 79
Halftime -Kansas 50 'Oklahoma 50
oklahoma 83-79 Monday night
3 point goals-Kansas 4-6 Newton 2.2 Nor
in-Alle442441 NCAA final, apd.44410..-- biois If-s.
I sitChaetrPl.
ing
0- I ., Oklahoma 10-24 'Sieger 7 13
so-talled one-man team was
Blaylock 2-4. Grace 1 7. Fouled out- None
the nation's No. 1 team.
Rebounds- Kansas 36
Manning IN..
Oklahoma 31 i King Grace?, Assists-Kai
When Manning rolled the ball
sas 17 I Pritchard Normore 4 p. Oklahoma *
onto the hardwood floor at
Sieger Grace 71 Total fouls-Kaniuss 16.
Oklahoma IN
'Kemper Arena, the Ja.Vhawks
Attendance -16 $192
had won the national title with
.01114'14dB John Plougherty
Raleigh.
NC
Tim Higgins Ramsey
N J
Ed
the most losses of any team in
Bighteller Alton Ill
NCAA history. And Coach
Lary Brown had turned a
Oklahoma was a team that
team in disarray into team of
admitted it liked to beat people
champions.
bad And this was a bad way to
The game was the last colend a super season.
legiately for the senior Mann"It's a bitter defeat," Tubbs
ing and some wondered if it
said. "We +thought we could
wotild be the last at Kansas for
win, and we didn't. We're still
the vagabond coach Brown.
proud."
•'I'm trying to be part of a naKansas. meanwhile, had lost
tional championship team
11, but its 27th victory gave the
here," Brown said. •'I can't talk
Jayhawks their first national tiabout that now "
tle since 1952. That's also the
The Jayhawks took control of
last flint, a Big Eight team won
the game from Oklahoma with
the championship.
about 10 minutes left, slowing
"I just wanted to tell all the
the tempo and sending coach
people who said it couldn't be
Billy Tubbs' run-and-gun
Sooners home with only their done: The national champions
fourth loss of the season against are No. 1, and how do you like
(Cont'd on page 8)
35 victories

Trivial
pursuit
The team that
played Kansas
closest in the
NCAA tourney
Murray State

h

-

Kansas coach La rrs Brown guided hi% lay haw
ship ‘Ionda) night.

too .in 83-79 up.rt liter Oklahoma in the NCAA championstaff photo by (lay Walker

Manning's choice leads to second championship for Kansas
R II %I. BOCK
.Ae sport.% rite; _
KANSAS CITY — A year ago. Kansas
All-American Danny Manning had a
----choice to make Either he would take the
NBA s otfer of instant stealth or he would
take another year of listening to Larry
Brown. the coach he once called "a little
Man-with a big mouth
Manning chose the mouth Instead of the
money,.and because he did Brown and
Kansas are the NCAA champions today
The 6-toot•10 senior carried the
. .layhaw ks to an. !".79 victory over
oklahoma Monday night in a virtuoso
MVP performance that was a microcosm
ot his four years at Kansas.
His line in the box score tells the story
31 points is rebounds. five steals two

assists. two blot
Any questions"'
Well, as a matter of fact, there was one.
Twice in the last few minutes, he threw up
low-percentage shots that missed badly
and kept Oklahoma alive On the bench.
Brown and assistant coach Ed Manning.
Danny's dad, cringed.
-We told him during a timeout that's
not the kind of shots we want at that
time.•' Coach Manning said. "At that
time we wanted to take time off the
clock "
"I was excited and maybe I tried to do
too much at that point," his son said
It was the only smudge on an otherwise
spotless performance by Manning. who
punctuated his night by dropping in four
crucial free throws in the final 14 seconds

tn,
•
What
the foul line'
'It's over.- he said
And that was before
throws.
The tact of the Mont'? IS It osoVer.,
and after Marti:, utr% erted ti:'
he made sure 'of that by ,4rahbing un,• 1„:•7
rebound.
'I knew Danny w antcol it bad.oklahoma•s Stacey King said • Hy came
out and proved it
King and- Horao
;rant ssino worked
against NIanning -iirderneatn made :7tire
lit
!
' Worked tor his p.irt, it,rant s„.„I
rung had turned the game Kansas' way
-Whenever they need a big basket thus
go to the big man.- he said
.

Major League Baseball

l'nert, ',vas a second -halt stretch of
..even straight points .that took Kansas
troM. three-pOiht deficit and thrust' the
Jayhawks into a lead they would not
:surrender.
This after he drew a third personal foul
:25 seconds into-thy half. He never got the
tourth. though.
-This wasn't a gift,- Manning said of
Kansas' first national championship
since 1952. -We weren't lucky. We
prepared tor the opportunities and
capitalized on all of them to get this far.'
Injuries and academic problems strippd Kansas' starting lineup during the
regular season and left Manning working
with a group of replacement parts. It was
like surrounding a diamond with costume
• (Cont'd on page 8)

New beginning

Bell rings in year with home run hat trick;
Cardinals see 'Reds' after 12-inning loss
Hy I hi. 100.ociated ll're••

never change —
Toronto's George Bell still is hit.
tow home runs and Boston's
bullpen still is giving them up
Bell. Toronto's MVP and unhappy designated hitter, became the
first player in baseball history to
hit three home runs on opening
day when he powered the Blue
Jays to a 5-3 victory over the Kansas City Royals on Monday.
How about a big smile, George.
"I've got too many things on my
mind to be happy," said Bell. who
encored last year's 47-homer
season with a solo shot in the second inning, a two-run homer that
put Toronto ahead 3-2 in the fourth
and a bases-empty homer in the
eighth, all off Bret Saberhagen
Thihgs were supposed to be different in Boston, where the Red
Sox tired of watching Wes Gardner and Calvin Schiraldi give up 32
home runs in 173 innings a year
ago. They acquired fireballing Lee
Smith, one of baseball's top
relievers, from the Chicago Cubs.
Smith's 36 saves last year were
20 more than the entire Boston
bullpen. But after allowing only
run and four hits in 13 exhibition
outings, he surrendered a two-out,
two-run homer to Detroit's Alan
Trammell in the top of the 10th inning Monday and the Tigers beat
the Red Sox 5-3.
"I've never faced Alan Trammell in my life, but that had
nothing to do with it," Smith said.
"It's a situation at 2-1 where
you've got to throw strikes. It's
just one pitch, one game. He hit a
good pitch. I didn't hang
anything."
In the National League, the New
York Mets hit six home runs in
downing Montreal 10-6, defending
NL champion St. Louis lost in 12 at
Cincinnati, 5-4, and San Francisco
defeated Fernando Valenzuela
and the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-1.
In other American League
SOrtle thIngs

PAGE 7

openers. Oakland downed Seattle had retired 18 consecutive batters
4-1, Milwaukee crushed Baltimore when Mickey Brantley's one12-0, Chicago beat California 8-5 hopper caromed off his glove for
and Texas edged Cleveland 4-3. an infield hit.
Minnesota and New York were not
Brewers 12. Orioles o
scheduled
Teddy Higuera pitched three-hit
.411ERIC4N LE.461
ball for seven innings and Dale
Blue Jays 5, Royals 3
Sveum's two-run homer
Bell, who was fined $1.000 when highlighted a 16-hit barrage as
he balked at DHing during an ex- Milwaukee handed the Orioles
hibition game. reached a tem- their worst opening-day loss
porary truce with Manager Jimy before 52,395. the largest regularWilliams shortly before opening season crowd in Baltimore
day and agreed to move from left history
field But he wasn't happy about it.
Higuera struck out seven, walk"A lot of people have been houn- ed one and allowed only one runding me, but it doesn't bother me ner past first base.
because I just have to go out and
White Sox 8, Angels 3
play my game." he said.
Kenny Williams homered,
Jimmy Key, the AL's ERA
doubled and drove in three runs
leader in 1987, gave up a two-run
before a crowd of 35,899 in
homer to George Brett in the first Chicago. Williams, whose homer
inning but didn't allow another run capped a three-run fifth inning,
in his six innings. Saberhagen doubled to key a five-run seventh
gave up seven hits and five runs, that erased a 4-3 California lead
three earned, in eight innings.
and spoiled the managerial debut
Tigers 5, Red Sox 3
of Cookie Rojas, who took over
Trammell's two-run homer —
last month when Gene Mauch
both runs were unearned because stepped down.
of an error by Boston shortstop
Rangers 4, Indians 3
Spike Owen — decided a game
Pete O'Brien hit his second
that began as a pitching duel bethome run of the game to break a
ween Roger Clemens, Boston's
tie in the bottom of the eighth inntwo-time Cy Yung Award winner. ing. O'Brien, who hit a second.
and Detroit's Jack Morris. A
inning homer off Tom Candiotti,
crowd of 34,781 attended at Fengot his game-winner off Chris
way Park.
Codiroli before 37,613 in Arlington
Both pitchers went nine innings, Texas.
with Clemens striking out 11 and
O'Brien's homers enabled
Morris fanning nine.
Charlie Hough t2 beat Cleveland
Athletics 4, Mariners I
for the 13th consecutive time, with
Dave Stewart allowed two hits in
ninth-inning help from Matt
8 1-3 innings — a single on the first
Williams.
pitch of the game and a one-out
LE.4G1E
single in the ninth — and Dave
A season after the Year of the
Henderson and Jose Canseco Home Run. Darryl Strawberry
homered.
and the New York Mets are making this the Year of the Home Run
Mike Kingery singled cleanly to
left field to open the game and
scored on Stewart's two-out,
Strawberry and Kevin
bases-loaded balk. But after the
McReynolds hit two home runs
first inning, the Oakland right- each as the Mets set a club record
hander allowed only one baserunwith six homerg — the most ever
ner, on a walk, until the ninth He (Cont'd on page 9)

Arti Haskins opened the tennis season with an M.6 win over
Tilghman'. kill McKnight, hut the defending regional champion
Lady Laker% dropped the match 6-3. (Nee related storl on page 8.)
%Ulf( photo. 1)% I tat

allwr

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Ricky Grace took the inbounds
pass and hurried it up the Kemper
Arena floor with Jayhawk guard
Barry Scooter on his hip. The
Oklahoma guard threw up a running, one-handed 3-point attempt,
meaningless to everyone in the nation except a small Western Kentucky town.
Grace's shot bounced hard off
the backboard and the Jayhawks
began to celebrate their unlikely
second NCAA basketball championship in Kansas City Monday
night. And the Murray State
Racers could sit back and relax in
what made their cinderella season
all that much more satisfying.
Oklahoma's desperation shot in
the game's closing seconds left the
score at 83-79 and left MSU with a
small consolation. Hit or miss, the
heavily favored Sooners would
have lost the game, but with the
miss, 'Murray State gained the
distinction of playing the national
champions closer than any other
team in the tournament. The
Ftacefs fell to Kansas 61-58 in
second-round action in Lincoln,
Neb.
"It feels good. It lets us know
how far we could have gone,"
Murray point guard Don Mann
said after watching the upset. "To
play them so close and see them
win it all shows us we could have
easily been playing in the Final
Four."
It may not have worked that
way, but despite what anyone
says, the distinction MSU gained
in the national tournament was
enhanced by the Jayhawks'
success.
"Murray State is on the lips and
minds of everyone out here," MSU
head coach Steve Newton said in a
telephone interview from Kansas
City on Saturday. Newton added
that each KU win reflected
favorably on MSU's 22-9 team that
claimed the Ohio Valley Con- ference championship after being
predicted to finish fifth.
And that was before the
semifinals.
While Racer fans will cherish
the feeling of playing the national
champions so close, high-scoring
forward Jeff Martin believes that
MSU is still just another also-ran
to the rest of the country's basketball fans.
"I think everbody will overlook
that game," Martin said, referring to the loss to Kansas in which
he scored a team-high 22 points.
"If you didn't reach the final 16,
people forget about you. I still
think we're a secret."
Murray's "secret" was almost
out of the bag in the Kansas game.
After knocking off North Carolina
State 78-75, the Racers came back
from a 12-point deficit to take the
lead on the Jayhawks. But tournament MVP Danny Manning went
to work, scoring eight of the
Jayhawk's final 10 points.
MSU still had a chance to win,
but Mann's driving shot in the lane
missed and Manning sank two free
throws for the difference.
"I've replayed it a thousand
times I know," Mann said Monday
night.
Mann scored 16 points and handed out six assists in the loss. Both
he and Martin were overshadowed
by Manning's 25 points, but the
All•OVC duo and their teammates
came within a friendlier bounce of
advancing with one final shot.
Had the shot gone in, would
Murray have been the cinderella
team winning the national title in
Kansas City? It's unlikely, but not
inconceivable if you ask the
players
Martin acknowledges that not
even getting into next year's tournament is a guarantee (until this
season, MSU had not been to the
NCAA tournament since 1969 but
believes that once a team is in,
anything can happen.
After the national championship, CBS presented its traditional
look back at some of the tournament's highlights set to music.
Neither MSU's win over N.C. State
nor the narrow defeat to Kansas
made the tape.
Prior to the Murrray-Kansas
game, CBS commentator Dick
(('onf'd on page 8)
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Calloway County's Lady Laker
tennis team lost a great deal to
graduation after winning last
year's First Region title. The inexperience showed Monday afternoon as the Lady Lakers opened
with a 6-3 loss to a strong Paducah
Tilghman team.
No. 1 seed Amy Haskins shined,
however, knocking off Kelly
McKnight 8-6. Beth Boaz dropped
an 8-0 decision to Amy Gregory at
No. 2, Rebecca Hoke fell 8-1 to
Amy Chapman at No. 3, Grace
Curd fell 8-2 at No. 4 to Kathlene
Wooiridge and No. 5 Julie Pittman
lost to Lisa Houston 8-0. Susan Lax
picked up an 8-6 win over Tonya
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Calloway County opens tennis
season with loss to Tilghman

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

86 Mercury Sable LS 4 dr
86 Pontiac Firebird
86 Honda Accord LX i 2 dr
86 Nissan 200 SX 2 dr
86 Chev Cavalier Z 24 2 dr.
85 Chev Caprice Classic 4 dr
85 Toyota Corolla 4 dr
85 Toyota Camry LE 4 dr
87 T9yota Pickup-3 of these

Any reasonable offer considered
Bank Financing
Also lots of good cars-78 to 84 Models

Hatcher
Auto Sales

515 South 12th St.

753-4982

Murray, KY 42071

In doubles play, Haskins and
Boaz fell 8-5, Hoke and Curd lost
8-0 and Pittman and Lax won 8-4.
The Lakers' boys team also fell
to the visiting Tornado 8-1.
Joey Baust lost his No. 1 singles
match to Chris Young 8-4, Brad
Prittchett fell to Steve Hines at
No. 2 by an 8-4 count, Roger Herndon dropped an 8-1 match to David
Johnson at No. 3, and Tim
Carpenter lost his season opener
at No. 4 to Kurt Cromwell 9-7.
Cliff Curd fell 8-1 to Phillip
Bornefield at No. 5 and No. 6 seed
Billy Jack Haskins lost 8-2 to Robbie Robertson 8-2.
Baust and Prittchett lost 9-7 at
the No. 1 doubles slot while
Haskins and Curd teamed for the
Lakers' only win. a 9-7 victory at
No. 2 doubles. Ray Roberts and
Brian Eels fell 8-0 at No 3.
The Lakers and Lady Lakers
will enjoy a long vacation before
hosting Lone Oak April IS
BASEBALL
Calloway coach Randy McCallon was surprised at the
Lakers' show of power in their 14-3
opening day win at Ballard
Memorial Monday afternoon.
"We played two scrimmages
and didn't hit the ball at all." McCallon said after the Lakers drilled five home runs. including a
first-inning grand slam from
David Potts.
Leading 5-2 after the first inning. Calloway added a three-run
homer from Pookie Jones in the
fourth inning and two-run shots
from Corey Wells in the sixth and
winning pitcher Trent Campbell in
the seventh.

Greg Lassiter followed Campbell's home run with a solo shot.
Six Lakers had two hits and
Campbell went the distance to
record the win, checking Ballard
on four hits while striking out
seven and walking three.
McCallon also credited the
defensive play of catcher Cary
Alexander, who threw out two
base runners, and second baseman
Joey Waller.
Calloway. 1-0, faces Marshall
County 0-1, today at Calloway,
beginning at 4:00.
SOFTBALL
Calloway coach Rose Ross
Elder cited defense as the key to
the Lady_Lakers' season-opening
doubleheader sweep of Marshall
County Monday afternoon at
Murray.
Calloway claimed the first game
4-3 and added offensive support in
the second, a 9-2 triumph
"We made a few errors at the
start but really settled down and
played good defense," Elder said
of the Calloway defensive effort.
In the first game. Calloway
overcame a 2-0 Marshall lead in
the fourth inning on consecutive
singles from Kim Shelton, Angie
Miller and Tina Barrow. followed
by an RBI single from Holly
Cherry and two-out singles from
Erica Muskgrow, Tracy Banks
and P.J. Chadwick for a 4-2 lead
Marshall scored again in the
fifth but the Calloway defense
made the slender lead stand for
winning pitcher Miller, 1-0. \
In the second game. Marshall
again , took the lead, and again
Calloway used a fourth-inning rally to reclaim the edge.
Muskgrow and Banks scored on
a double from Cynthia Garland for
a 2-1 lead. and Shelton followed
with a single to score Garland
Marshall added a run in the fifth
inning, but Calloway answered
with three more scores on hits
from winning pitcher Stefani
Barnett and Holly Cherry, a double from Muskgrow and an RBIgrounder from Chadwick.
Leading 6-2, Calloway added
three more runs in the sixth on a
two-run single from MuSkgrow
and an error
Calloway, 2-0, hosts Murray
Wednesday at the Murray City-7,
Park.

Jayhawks upset...
(Cont'd from page 7)
us now' Manning said as the
postgame news conference ended.
Manning scored 31 points, had 18
rebounds and helped Kansas control not only the tempo but also
Oklahoma's two big men, Stacey
King and Harvey Grant. King had
17 points, five below his average.
and Grant 14, seven below his.
Manning and Chris Piper held
them to four apiece in the second
half.
"Like I said yesterday. I knew
Danny Manning wanted it bad,
and he came out and proved it today," King said.
Like Villanova in 1985 and North
Carolina State in 1983, both Of
which had 10 losses. Kansas had
struggled from mediocrity to the
top during the course of the
season. Brown had lost starters
Archie Marshall to injury and
Marvin Branch to academics, and
the Jayhawks were 12-8 after 20
games.
The responsibility fell to Manning, the 6-foot-10 two-time AllAmerican, who was expected to
carry the team. He got them into
the NCAA tournament, where they
advanced with victories over
Xavier, Murray State, Vanderbilt
and Kansas State to win the
Midwest Regional.
The Jayhawks upset No. 5 Duke
66-59 in the semifinals behind Manning's 25 points and advanced
against Oklahoma, which was an
eight-point favorite and had twice
beaten Kansas during the Big
Eight season.
•

•

The first half ended in a 50-50 tie.
Manning had 14 points, and Milt
Newton scored 12 of his 15 before
intermission. Still, it was evident
that if the pace continued, the
Sooners would run Kansas into •
submission.
"There were four or five up-anddown possessions there in the first
half, and I got tired from that."
Kansas guard Kevin Pritchard
said
Manning picked up his third foul
25 seconds into the second half, but
he never got his fourth.
Oklahoma took a 65-60 lead, its
biggest of the game, on eight
straight points, capped by King's
layup with 12:13 to play The
Jayhawks got two back on a
jumper by Piper. and Manning
converted a three-point play with
11:13 to play, tying the score 65-65.
Mookie Blaylock pulled
Oklahoma ahead 68-65 with a
3-pointer with 11 minutes left, and
that's when Kansas finally went
into the slowdown. The Jayhawks
scored 12 of the game's next 15
points, six by Manning, to take a
77-71 lead with 3:05 to play.
After Manning made a pair of
free throws, giving Kansas an
81-77 lead, Ricky Grace drove the
length of the court to pull
Oklahoma within 81-79 with seven
seconds left.
Manning was fouled by Grant
with five seconds left, and he
made both free throws to put the
Jayhawks up by four. Grace missed a long shot off the glass as the
game ended, the rebound falling
into Manning's hands.
•

Manning s choice.

••

(cont'd from page 7)
jewelry
'If! had left after last year and
seen all that happened, I would
have, felt terrible about walking
out," Manning said.
His father said that last year's
edition of this All-American still
wasn't a finished product, "I knew
he was not ready to step out," the
coach said. "There was plenty of
time to do that."
So Manning stayed and on Monday night, he displayed the finished product. His father glowed over
It.
4 "I'm proud the way he's played,
the way he's grown up and learned
to be a leader," he said. "He's

ready to play when the ball is
thrown up and that's very
important.
"A year ago, he was not strong
enough. I didn't think his head was
into it. It was not time to go. He
had a lot to still work on. This year
was a chance to do that."
•

ursuit•••
(Cont'd from page 7/
Stockton referred to the Racers as
the "best kept secret in college
basketball " Apparently the
secret is still safe, but if nothing
else, Kansas gave the Racers inspiration to let the rest of the country in on it

,1 44'4,4
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Ifthe press didn't tell us,who would?
To get printed information on the role of a free press and how
it protects your rights. or to discuss any free press issue,call the First
Amendment Center at I-800-542-1600.

Jill Mitchell, cashier at Parker Ford FIRST OF THE LITTER
Lincoln-Mercury.. has purchased the first 1989 Ford Probe to arrive
at the dealership. Shown accepting the keys to her new,
aerodynamically-designed car ffom General Ntanager David Parker,
she said, "As soon as 1 saw that car come off the carrier, I knew I
had to have it!" Ford Motor Company executives estimate that orders
already have been received for more than 63,000 of the new Probe.
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Baseball's new year...
(('ont'd from page 7)
by any team on opening day — and
beat the Montreal Expos 10-6
Monday.
If this is the time pitchers are
supposed to be ahead of hitters, no
one told the batters in Montreal.
They got 28 hits off eight pitchers,
obviously not helped by the higher
strike zone.
"Both teams got their hits today," Expos Manager Buck
Rodgers said. "The difference was
they added the long ball to theirs."
National League pitchers also
struggled with balks on opening
day. Cincinnati's Mario Soto and
St. Louis' Joe Magrane each were
called for two balks and Dwight
Gooden of the Mets and Dennis
Martinez were cited once apiece
as umpires began enforcing
tighter balk rules.
In other openers, Cincinnati
beat St. Louis 5-4 in 12.innings and
San Francisco defeated Los
Angeles. Today, everyone else
opens as Pittsburgh is at
Philadelphia, Chicago is in Atlanta and San Diego visits Houston.
Mets 10, Expos 6
Daryl Strawberry, who created
controversy in spring training by

criticizing teammates and
manager Davey Johnson, caused
a commotion by homering in his
first at-bat, the third season he's
done that. In the seventh inning,
he hit a 500-foot drive off the Olympic Stadium roof, giving him four
opening-day homers.
"I've been looking forward to
the challenge of getting on with
my career this year and showing
people what I can do," said
Strawberry, who went 4-for-4.
Kevin McReynolds added two
home runs and bulked-up Len
Dykstra and rookie Kevin Elster
also homered for the Mets, who
broke the record of five homers
set by the New York Yankees
against the Philadelphia Athletics
on April 12, 1932, and tied four
times since.
Hubie Brooks homered for Montreal as the clubs tied the record
for opening day homers by both
teams last accomplished by
Milwaukee and Boston in 1980. It
was the first seven-homer opener
in National League history.

Giants 5, Dodgers 1
Dave Dravecky pitched a threehitter and newcomer Brett Butler
had three hits as San Francisco
improved to 3-0 in opening days
under manager Roger Craig.
The NL West champions took
advantage of Los Angeles' sloppy
fielding and beat Fernando Valenzuela before a crowd of 48,484 at
Dodger Stadium.
Dravecky gave up a home run to
Steve Sax on his first pitch but did
not allow another hit until Sax
singled in the sixth. Dravecky
walked one and struck out six.
Butler, signed as a free agent
during the winter, hit a two-run
triple in the fourth for a 4-1 lead.
Throwing errors by Valenzuela
and center fielder John Shelby
helped the Giants Srtre—twteelit
the third. A late throw by Valenzuela keyed a three-run fourth.
Reds 5, Cardinals 4
Kal Daniels singled home Jeff
Treadway with two outs in the bottom of the 12th as Cincinnati won

its fifth straight opener.
Daniels, who grounded out in his
first two at-bats, also hit a solo
homer in the sixth inning before
his winning single. A crowd of
55,348 fans, the largest regularseason attendance in Riverfront
Stadium's 18-year history, saw the
Reds win.
Treadway, a rookie, opened the
12th with a walk from Bob Forsch,
the sixth of seven Cardinals pitchers. Treadway moved to third
on a sacrifice and a wild pitch
before Daniels singled against
Larry McWilliams. Pat Perry pitched the 12th for the victory,
St. Louis starter Magrane hit a
three-run homer off Soto for a 4-1
lead in the fourth.
Bob Homer, the Cardinals' _free
agent; went 0-for-4 and stranded
five runners. He also made a
throwing error from first base.
Ken Dayley, St. Louis' lefthanded reliever, hurt his back and
is expected to go on the disabled
list.

'The other guy9
Golden Bear hopeful that the 'real'
Jack Nicklaus shows up for Masters

Ford's Probe — America's Most Exciting New Car

Look what's come to town!
Ford's exciting, new Probe!
The exciting new aerodynamic
1959 Ford Probe has taken its
place in the, line of - fine Fora
Motor Company products found
at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
at 701 Main Street in downtown in
Murray.
The Probe, which has advanced Ford's design leadership in the
industry even more. is the most
aerodynamic design production
car Ford has designed with its air
drag coefficient of 0.304. The GT
model offers a turbocharged
2.2-liter engine, adjustable
suspension and an anti-lock braking system
While the car's official introduction date is May 12. Ford
dealers have been, authorized to
presell the 1959 Probe at a
manufacturer's suggested retail
price of $10,459 for the GL model,
$11,443 for the LX model and
$13,593 for the GT.
Aimed at young. careeroriented buyers. Probe features
front-Wheel drive: a standard
12-valve 2.2 liter four-cylinder
engine with multi-port electronic
fuel injection on GL and LX
models, as well as an intercooled turbo-charged version on the
GT. and four-wheel independent
suspension.
Probe's hidden headlamps help
create
a
smooth,
low
aerodynamic shape An in-

seats with adjustable bolsters and
novative window-glass treatment
lumbar support.
with flush glass also contributes
to a 4,30 coefficient of air drag , Driving enthusiasts will be attracted to the Probe GT because
that makes Probe the most
of its high-tech features and emaerodynamic production car Ford
phasis on performance and handlhas ever designed.
ing. Matched with the 2.2-liter in---(1.Probe is a ,we-door hatchback,
tercooled turbocharged engine
and is available in three series:
are automatic adjustable suspenGL, LX and GT
sion, power four-wheel disc
The GL combines sleek styling,
brakes, and 15-inch performance
outstanding quality, and a high
tires.
level of standard features at a
The GT also has fog lamps, unicompetitive price. Standard
que front and rear appearance,
equipment includes five-speed
rear spoiler, lower bodyside cladmanual transaxle ( a four-speed
ding, and cast aluminum wheels.
automatic transaxle is optional on
An anti-lock braking system also
GL and LX r. power rack-and- ,
is available on the GT.
pinion steering: power front
Probe audio offerings include a
disc rear drum brakes. retractop-of-the-line system that
table halogen headlamps: perforfeatures an 80-watt, four-speaker,
mance instrumentation, including
AM,.FM stereo with cassette tape
tachometer. reclining front
player and compact disc player —
bucket seats with console: 50(50
the first offered in the small
fold down rear seats, and elecspecialty market segment — plus
tronic AM/FM stereo radio with
a 50-watt sub-woofer for superior
integral clock.
bass performance. The standard
The Probe LX is aimed at
audio system is an AM/FM stereo
buyers of small specialty cars
with four speakers.
who want a little more luxury in
Probe optional equipment ina sporty car. Standard on the LX
cludes : air conditioner, ilare luxury cloth seat trim, tinted
luminated entry, power drive's
glass, dual electric remote
seat, power door locks, power
control mirrors. bodyside paint
windows, speed control, and elecstripes, Light Group. electronic
tronic instrument cluster LX onrear window defroster, tiltly 1, trip computer, vehicle
steering column and cluster,
maintenance monitor, aluminum
storage space under the
wheels with handling tires, and a
passenger seat, and sport bucket
flip-up open-air roof.

Look what they're saying about this new car!
"Ford's Probe is an intriguing example ofinternational
cooperation, an efficient and modern design, and one of
the finest front wheel performance cars ever."
—AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE
With its combination sleek but aggressive lines, the
Probe is both distinctive and instantly likable."
—CAR AND DRIVER
"The Ford Probe should give not only Toyota, but also
other Japanese and American carmakers a run for their
money."
—ROAD AND TRACK
A generic, performance-car-for-the Nineties look!

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
Volume Dealer
FORD
FORD
GEO MERCURY

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
LINCOLN
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

Murray, KY 42071

By BOB GREEN
priority in my career. My inAP Golf Writer
terests now lie basically with my
AUGUSTA, Ga. — It will be ingolf course design business. I enjoy that."
teresting to see who steps forward
Thursday when the announcer on
The major championships — the
the first tee at the Augusta NaMasters, U.S. and British Opens
tional Golf Club introduces Jack
and the PGA, the big four tourNicklaus.
naments around which he has built
It could be the real Jack
his unmatched record — still inNicklaus. Or it could be "some
trigue him.
other guy, a guy I don't know,"
But age and competing interests
have reduced his capacity to add
Nicklaus said before a practice
round for the 52nd Masters.
to his record collection of 18 titles
"I enjoy playing golf like Jack
in those four tournaments.
Nicklaus," the 48-year-old
"That's just being realistic as
Nicklaus said. "I do not enjoy
relates to my abilities, my age,
playing golf like that other guy has
my desire to want to work at it,"
for the last couple of years."
said Nicklaus, who has missed the
The other Nicklaus emerged as cut in two of three tournament this
year and hasn't won since his
a result of what he called "a phasing back," reduction of his playing nostalgic triumph in the 1986
schedule tp 1.0 events, perhaps
Masters
less.
He calls himself "a ceremonial
golfer," and chuckles at
references to a new nickname,
"Olden Bear."
By The Associated Press
But he bristles at suggestions he
How
did the long-suffering New
is no longer capable of winning.
Jersey
Devils make it into the
"When you play golf 40 percent
of the time and you're 48 years old Stanley Cup playoffs?
For openers, try the unlikely
and you've got a bunch of kids 25
names
of Jim Schoenfeld and Sean
playing 100 percent of time, you're
not going to win much. That is just Burke. Then, add the likes of Kirk
Muller, Pat Verbeek and Bruce
being very practical about it.
Driver.
"I love playing golf. I'm not goThe Devils were 10-1 down the
ing to quit playing golf. I'll be part
stretch
to grab fourth place in the
of the scene.
Patrick
Division from Michel
I'll
be
com"And occasionally
petitive. Like the '86 Masters.'I Bergeron's inconsistent New York
remembered real quick what I Rangers and the scoring antics of
needed to do when I got myself in Mario Lemieux and the Pittsburgh
contention. I'm not going to forget Penguins.
New Jersey last made the
that.
"When I get to the major cham- playoffs in 1978 when the franchise
pionships, when I sep on the first was in Denver and known as the
tee, I'll be ready to give it a run," Rockies. That team lost two
straight to the Philadelphia Flyers
Nicklaus said.
"But that's not the number one in a best-of-three first-round

"I like nothing better than to
walk out and win Masters or the
U.S. Open. I try to have my body
in shape to be able to do that. But
my body will noVake abuse for the
length of time necessary for the
practice I need.
"My mind won't take it either.
My mind isn't interested in going
to the practice tee. And you've got
to do that," he said.
"I have to accept that my
preparations will not allow me to
play well all the time. But I can
play well occasionally."
Despite all the negatives — age,
lack of competition, relative lack
of preparation, lack of victories
over 24 months — two facts can't
be ignored: this is the Masters and
he is Jack Nicklaus.

Unlikely Devils in playoffs

Murray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1988 Baseball
Registration
Leagues:
Ages 5-6
7-Ball
Ages 7-8
Park League
Ages 9-10
Kentucky League
Ages 11-12
Little League
Ages 13-15
Junior Babe Ruth
Ages 16-18
Senior Babe Ruth
No scheduling conflicts with soccer
LATE REGISTRATION - WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6
3-6 p.m.
at:

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

series,
It took six years for New Jersey
to get into postseason play finally
coach
getting the job done
Doug Carpenter w
fired and
Burke came from th Canadian
lidify the
Olympic team to
goaltending.
Schoenfeld, who failed in a brief
trial as coach of the Buffalo
Sabres when Scotty Bowman was
general manager, got a surprise
invitation to become coach of the
Devils in January. Schoenfeld has
transformed the Devils into a
team that suddenly can shoot
straight and produce under extreme pressure.
Burke, whose style recalls a
young Ken Dryden, gave his team
Dryden-like netminding in the
most memorable month in New
Jersey franchise history.
"Burke has been playing real
well," said John MacLean, who
scored the biggest goal in team
history, connecting in overtime to
beat Chicago 4-3 Sunday night.
That win clinched the playoff
berth. "Each game he seems to
get better and better and more
confident. I think that goes for the
team, too. We're confident. We're
playing better and better. Guys
are working a little harder,
sacrificing."
The Devils also have a potent
power play with Muller and
Verbeek scoring under the direction of Driver at the point. Driver
is another former Canadian Olympian, having played in 1984 at
Sarajevo.
New Jersey enters turbulent
waters this week in the playoffs
against the New York Islanders,
who have a 35-1-3 edge over the
Devils at Nassau Coliseum, including a 4-0 mark this season.
The Devils beat the Islanders in
the three games played at the
Meadowlands.
In the other Patrick Division
semifinal, Philadelphia plays
Washington. In the Adams Division, Montreal plays Hartford and
Boston plays Buffalo. In the Norris
Division, it's Detroit against
Toronto and St. Louis against
Chicago, while the Smythe
features Calgary against Los
Angeles and Edmonton against
Winnipeg. Calgary will have the
home-ice advantage throughout
the playoffs.
There are hundreds of
deadbeats every year in racing ill
the United States but before the
photo finish camera was invented
In 1931 only one was recorded
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CLASSIFIED
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2

3

4

6

8

9

17
20

23

39

36
40

43

44
47

45

mu

42

49

58
62

28

46

53

57

27

37
41

48

52

26
32

35

38

51

25
31

34

11

III

21

30

33

18

24

29

10

14

16
19

61

5

CH

volcano
8 Trades for
money
9 Sin
10 Equip
11 Simian
16 Unusual

13

15

50

SIE T T
E T E
E E RIG.A Y
EI
L
AGUE
N
..
L IIIIIII
0
H OT
AFAR
L E D
T A'R.-,i
..
'0* E
E A R
N
E
GO
P ROV
DEN
.TH ,U
E SNE
T E
P I E'S
0 AS
S
B OTT
A I LOR
A P'E 111 L O S E- 111 D A
PE Wt
T 1CA
A SI T E R

1 Uncooked
2 Actor Vigoda
3 Part of
Hispaniola
4 Marriage
5 Negative
prefix
6 Falsehood
7 Sicilian

12

22

/CS

A

DOWN

35 Apothecary's
weights
37 Melissa Anderson
38 Reverberation

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Worthless
matter
42 Prefix down
43 Acts
45 Branded
47 Choose
49 Mix
50 Restricts
54 Stumbles
57 Time gone by
58 Name
60 Plunge
61 Obtain
62 Sedate
63 Airline into

1 Cheer
4 Tricks
9 Period of
time
/2 Arabian
garment
13 Type size
14 Split apart
15 •- Science"
17 Make bigger
19 Youngsters
21 Everyone
22 Alcohol
25 Factions
29 Hebrew letter
30 Related on
mother's side
32 Incline

54
59

mu

55
60
63

56

18 Landed
20 Begin
22 Haste
23 Tranquility
24 "- and
Stripes"
26 Underworld
god
27 Avoid
28 Spirited
horse
31 Sends forth
34 'Article
36 Quarreled
colloq
39 Aroma
41 Arabian
chieftain
44 Blemishes
46 • - of the
Y ankees
48 Taunt
50 Scold
51 Eternity
52 Decay
53 Music as
written
55 Fruit seed
56 Health resort
59 Roman 51

Ft..‘L NOTICE
In The Calloway County Court
In The Matter Of The Extension Or
Enlargement Of The Territorial Limits Of
Murray No, 3 Water District
NOTICE
Notice is hearby given that a petition has
been filed with the Calloway County Court
for the enlargement of Murray No, 3 Water
District: the enlarged area being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point 20Q0 feet south of tiltcenterline of Kentucky Highway No. 94 and
2000 feet west of the centerline of Johnny
Robertson Road; thence in a southerly
direction parallel to and 2000 feet west of
the centerline of the Johnny Robertson
Road to a point said point being 2000 feet
south of the centerline of Kentucky
Highway No. 1550: thence in a westerly
direction parallel to and 2000 feet south of
the centerline of Kentucky Highway No.
1550 to a point; said point beink 2000 feet
the- --e-entertint.---of-lecerttue-Ity
Highway No. 73; thence in a northerly
direction parallel to and 2000 feet west ot
the centerline of Kentucky Highway No.
to a point; said point being 2000 feet
south of the centerline of Kentucky
Highway No. 94; thence in an easterly
direction parallel to and 2000 feet south of
the centerline of Kentucky Highway tki. 94.
to the point of beginning.
All persons having objections to said extension may file those objections with the
Calloway County Court on or before the
11th day of April. 19.at 5 p.m. A hearing
will be held in the office of the Calloway
County Judge Executive on the 12th day it
April. 1988 At 1: 30:p.in.

_
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12 Insurance
Miscellaneous
24
NEEDED
Full time
14 TOOT Jon Boat and
experienced secretary
trailer with motor 1977
1988
for local construction
Dodge Van, good shape
company
Must be
Moped Bike PASO, 15HP
highly qualified to do
Medicare is again
and 25HP Johnson Out
payroll, quarterly taxes
changing the Part-A
board Motors, call 436
and bookkeeping
2587 after 6P M
deductible and COPlease send complete
T GALLON Assorted
Payments amounts
resume to. P.O. Box
Shrubs
Boxwood,
You will be required 10
444. Murray, KY 42071
Holly, Eunonymous,
Position available
Pay even more of the
Azaleas, more, more,
immediately
bill In fact, if you go to
more, only $2 99 ea
NEEDED Part time
Your choice New this
the hospital, you or
and Full time
year 2 gal Flowering
your
insuranc
will
e
waitresses and cooks
Shrubs. Lilacs,
have to pay the first
Apply in person
Holi
Honeysuckle, more
day Restaurant.
$540 00
varieties only 56 99
before
Aurora, KY. 474 2709
each At Coast to Coast
Medicare
pays
NEED Live in
Hardware
anything For tree inhousekeeper to do light
formatiti
call
n
housework and help care
HP REAR Tine Robo
for 1 children Call 753
Tiller, good condition
Jerry
0305 after SP.M.
Call 753 5358
Insurance
NEED Work Full or
AIR Conditioning unit,
ert.time, --tett- -Avon.
tceee. ft T 117-tett P
Faye McClure, 753 0232
Tractor Mower Call
"Our 28th Veer"
or if you want to buy
753 6953
Avon
ALUMINUM extension
NEED a iob? 4 openings
ladders 14' $39 99. 16'
now You may qualify 14
$42 99 20' $59 99. -24'
Want to Buy
574 99 28 599 99 Wallin
if
il)you do not have
CIL
Orienta
D
l
Rugs
GED or your high
Hardware, Downtown,
Wanted
Any
size
or
school diploma, 121 you
Parts
COndifiOn
Call
toll
free
have been out of school
tIRD Baths & Concrete
9 months or more. 0) I 800 142 7847
Planters in various
you are between ages 16
sizes Clay Pots in all
& 21 We are a EOE
shapes & sizes
This proiect is funded
Strawberry Pots De
by the Western Ky
corati've Rock, too.
Private Industry
Coast to Coast
Council
JTPA
Cali
Hardware. Murray,
J T.P A Out Of School
FIBERGLASS
753 9378 between 8 30
Shingles 20 Year
12 00 5 days a week
Warranty $20 95 SC1
RN Nurse Supervisors
Mid South Building
needed for 11 7 and 3 11
Supply. 34? East
shifts Competitive be
Washington. Paris, 901
n et its package
647 2552
Contact
Personnel
Marshall County
Hospital, 503 Geo
Steam & Vacuum
FIREWOOD for sale
McClain Drive. Benton
System
Also. tree removing 30
KY 47025
years experience 436
RN'S'LPN
S
2758 or 4.36 2562
Positions available in
FIREWOOD for sale
obstetrics Flexible
Three Rooms
437 4667
riours. Competitive be 15 Articles for Sale
nefits package Contact /X4 ECONOMY Studs FIVE Month old Speed
& Halt
$ 99 each Mid South Queen Heavy duty
o r submit ap
plication resume to
Building supply. 342 Washer and Dryer,
Marshall County East WaShington, 5500 500 pound Olympic
1315 Olive Blvd
Weight adiustable
Hospital, 503 Geo Paris, 901 6421552
753-3727
bench $500 Red Sequin
McClam Drive, Benton, lio lb CONCRVTE Mix
K Y 12025
Gil Sewell
ATTN
Just add-- wah!r 52 10 dress size 7 590 762
Personnel
bag Mid South Building 4944
15 years experreNANTED
Country Supply. 312 East FRUIT Trees Apple,
band for May 28th Must Washington, Paris: 901
peach
plum cherry.
be able to plat square -442 2552
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Several
5 Lost and Found
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6P M 901 147 3708 or suites with mattre'
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LOST Man's gold die
\
ses each
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Murray. possibly at
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Sammons Bakery
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At Coast to Coast H a r
6
vacations, bonus and Nor , take China 550
clware in the Central
holiday Pay
Apply in 753 9458
BEAUTICIAN Pay 60%
Shopping Ctr Murray
person, Mon Fri
46 days a week Cali
16 Home Furnishings
GARDENS AND NEW
2 4P M
753 866.3 after 6P M for
Manure at
COUC14. chair and YARDS
an interview
9 Situation Wanted
Ioveseat, coffee and end Expo Center Free it
CONTR ACT
tHRTSTIAN ramily will tables. $250 Camper you load it Pick up load
Housekeeping position
do mowing, light haul
topper $50 Cali 753 213S0 if we load it. 55 00
Call for appointment
Dump truck delivered
mg.
and
after 4P M
house
cleaning
6377,
502 354
Mon Fri
within city limits
Prices reasonable 492
Couch ..and 3 cooreTinat
9A M
M
575 00 SI 00 mile one
nq c-hairs, 5250 for all
AV( Work' Excellent 8899
way extra in county.
15 ESIRE permanent 753 8030
Pay , Assemble pro
762 3115
reliable house keeping
ducts at home Call for
Pieces o't LANDSC
APE Timbers
position
Work
Or Furniture
information
504 641
Solid
5300 each Mid South
owners of HT Market
Oakwood, recliner, and 8.
8003. Ext A 8047
Building Supply. 341
ing and Corn Austin
Fisher 27' Color TV
rXECUTIVE Secre
E ast Washington.
Jackie Brandon 753 0207
tary Call for appoint
Paris. 901 642 2557
men?, 502 354 6376, 753 9479
RECOVERED Navy
LARGE, large. large
GENERAL house and and White dotted couch
Mon Fri 94 M 5P M
selection of storage
rXPERIENCE 15 office cleaning 6 years Looks like new, $100
buildings in stock for
e xperience
Re
Cali 753 7276 after SP M
Secretaries for part
immediate delivery
ferences
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1578
VELOU
time and temporary
R Loveseat, Acree Porta
ble
HOME Childcare. shades of brown $75
assignments Send re
Buildings Mayfield.
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Friday,
infants
YOUTH Bed with rail's
sume to Office Extras,
247
502
783)
y
to 4 years Call 437 4678
and mattress Good
Route -6, Box 10, Murray
1 will keep and care for condition. $15 Serious LAWNMOWER Battery
or Call 753 5650
99 Waiiin Hardware
FULL Time Parts and a lady in my home in callers Only please. 123
downtown Paris, TN
Hazel. Experienced
753 8950
Service Manager Full
LAWNMOWER 77 cut.
time all purpose Good references 491
8" steel ball bearing
'
worker Send resume 8510
wheels, instant height
to
P 0
Box 306. WILL sit with elderly
adiustment. 3 1 2 HP
days or nights E
Murray, KY 421371
Briggs & Stratton en
19 Farm Equipment
perienced. have re
-GET Paid for reading
gine. $159 99 Wallin
ferences, call 489 2225 FOR al' your
books' $100 00 per title
no till Hardware, Downtown
anytime
Write PASE I87L 161
pasture reseeding or 10 Paris Open all day
S
Lincolnway, N
year Program seeding
Saturday
Aurora, IL 60547
Instruction
489 2740
1 1
MARINE Batteries
24
GOVERNMENT Jobs
TRACTOR AC B Model Series 85 amp 539 99 27
$15,400 171,500 now hir
plow, disc, blade Series 105 amp 149 99
'no, excellent benefits
cultivator New battery. Wallin Hardware
Call 501 649 7912, Ext
2 new tires Priced to downtown Paris. TN
TRAIN
J8047
sell Call after 6P M . MEMBERSHIP in
TV BE .4
HAVE you done farm
4.36 2611
Pirates Cove Resort
PROFESSIONAL
work within the last
$5000 Serious offers
20 Sports Equipment
Year? For example
•suciturtRi"
only 7536798
stripping tobacco,
•SEC. RECEPTIONIST
1/Em1NGToN 1100 11 NEW Shipment of
hauling 'hay, feeding
*EILE(1 TILE
puage vent rib barrel Wheel Horse lawn
cattle, etc. Do you need
with rim choke, like mowers BHP rear en
SECRET AIR V
help in finding work?
P 411 lima pall
new. $350. Interarm 44 gine riders to 17HP twin
W., learn word prn.•••ins
Are you interested in
mag revolver stainless cylinder We have them
and mated ••••rota,. sluli•
training? If so please
With accessories. $250.
Herm Pt
and It•silent
Best service in
all
rrippniew
contact Rita Shelton,
non.ArrAa•••••
Smith & Wesson 9mm
town! Stokes Tractor,
I. /11 I' P 1
Field Representative,
model 39, nickel with
Industrial Road
41Mmoriel
•••••••
K entucky Farm
.4•1P1.....•••• a••••Pare
accessories. $350. Re
PINE Rarkmulch 2 79
Workers Program,
mington model 788. cu
I, u37-77214
ft
bags
Pine
Murray Court House,
7mm 08 with scope. nuggets 3,39 7 cu ft
Tow g‘al %room.
3rd Floor, Murray. KY
5700 753 710n
Spaghnu
bags
m Peat 4
14.1
42071, Phone 753 0708
cu ft only 111 69 We
H OMEMAKERS
also have top soil,
Dream
Christmas
potting soil, cow man
Around the World is
ure & peat Coast to
looking for is sharp
Coast Hardware,
homemaker to work as
Murray
24
Miscellaneous
area Supervisor
Work
P ROTECT Your
from your home,
WOOD For Sale Green investment put a rub
.
TvIn
weekly paycheck. bonus
and seasoned, ber bed mat in your new
trips, free training, free
Pick Up truck
Stokes
525/rick. Call 437 4927
TRAVEL AGENT
$300 5-ample kit, rir,
Tractor, 753 1319
investment This is a
TOUR GUIDE
USED Riding mowers, It ET) Hof Bargain
s
ground floor opportun
all sizes and all prices Drug dealers'
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
cars,
ity Call for local inter
Stokes Tractor, Indust
boats, planes re
1 800 232 XMAS
view
Start locally. full time part
nal Road, 753 1319
possessed
Surplus
507 389 0079
time Train on live airline
USED green carpeting, Your area
Buyer's
computers Home study and
HOUSEKEEPER/
very good condition, Guide, 805 687 6000, Ext
resident trainina Financial
Nanny will provide
S2/yard
Call
759
9560
S
8155
aid available Job placement
house to live in, plus
assistance National fidqtrs
TREATED Lumber in ROCKWELL fable saw,
salary
Middle age
Lighthouse Pt Fl.
stock Check our prices $100, Garrett XL. 500
couple or single woman
underwater metal de
and save! Mid South
Call 502 354 6733 after
A.U.T. TR VII.
Building Supply, 341 tector, $300. SHP 3.
SP.M
I 800 32 7 7728
East Washington, phase electric motor,
S100. 10 speed bike,
▪
fref,hrt \
Paris; 901 642 2552.
S
new. $90 753 7300
UNBEDS, SPAS, AND
INSPECTOR Part
EASONED firewood,
TONIN
TABLE
G
S
time, conduct property
INSTall( 11014
$50 2 ricks, delivered
Wolff
or
Suntana
After
inspections and light
436 2778
5 or weekends Sunshine
LEARN TO NNW
maintenance Ideal for
Pool
and
Patio,
898
502
M/F Willing to travel
TR! ZINGER Yamaha
50 mile radius of
5 3441
80, 1 1/2 years old DP
•No ••parieron•
TILLERS
, SHP Briggs Weight Lifting set with
name161/'
Murray
Call Stan
DOT CoPtilicat.,
and Stratton engine, Bench Wood Stove with
Samuels at 501 198 1666. •
•I,WI 0
,PIO ".."
chain drive, $28999 in blower Camper
8A M 9A M and 6P M
trootong
top
•/1•0••••••.nwx
carton
Wallin Hard
7P M.
Zenith Stereo Call 759
•inosmiiii /hid
ware, Downtown, Paris
Christian
N EED
4023
••860.61
T
0 Push mowers TWO adjacent plots, be
babysitter in my home
ALLIAN
CE
in the Elm Grove area,
arid weed trimmers
TRACTOR nitieJLEfe
au:Hui old section 1.
1111A1011100 COMM
Monday through Fri
MICRO Also, for all Toro pert Garden Of Devotion,
LEBANON fir
day, 7A.M. 4P.M
and
service
Call
Keith
at
see
• Tea Prue
INES Stokes Tractor, Indust Murray Memorial Gar
after 4P.M., 753 3235
dens, $1,100 total_ Write
1-800-334-1203
rial Road, 753 1319
P 0 Box 1010 0, Murray

MEDIC
INFOR
MATIOAREN

a

McConnell

75314I9.

WANT
TO BUY

Gil's

Dark Fire Cured

Tobacco Base

Call:
492-8366
After 5 p.m.

&

r

OK, IhN STANDING IN
FRONT OF TIAE.CLA
Mit-?
ARE 9NEATY
AND .11-kE KID IN THE
TR1RD ROW 15 SCRATC.14146
i-kI6 NOSE

THE PHANTOM

2

Special!

I WAS AFRAID I M161-IT (
YESTERDAY
THAT'LL
HAVE ALREADY GOTTEN ON
STARTE
WE
D
DO IT.
IT, RODE TO SCHOOL STAYED
FRACTIONS..
THERE ALL DAY RODE BACK
GOT OFF AND WAS STANDING
HERE FORGETTING TO 60 HOME..
OP-

AS CAN'T
AFFORD
iT

Notice

JO AN'S Varieties has
name brand childrens
and lunior spring ar
rivals. ladies
springwear and chit
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 40% off! Acid
washed ieans and
overalls, 9 months 7
years. Layaways
available. Jo An's
varieties on the square.
753 9569
NOTICE
Visit Uncle
Jeff's newly expanded
silk flower department
with discounts up to 50%,
Good selection of hand
wraps Also. check out
our furniture and gift
ware departments Hwy
641 South, 753 6575
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square.
Mayfield,
7•11474
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
We sell for less!•" "We
guarantee it.- Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
TRANSFER your BMM
home movies to video
tape $3 50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick up and oelivery
Call Donna Darnell,
✓ ideo Production
Specialties 759 9246

,1 '39.95

PEANUTS

THERE'S A GOOD MOVIE
PLAYING TONIGHT

2

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning

NU

C 1988 United Feature Syndicate

HAS THE"( OBVIOUSLY
SCHOOL SUS r.40T..WE'RE STILL
COME YET? HERE,AREN'T WE7

Murray Ledger & Times

ri G H-T

TRACTOR-MILE!

414
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CLASSIFIEDS
24

Miscellaneous

WASHER, Dryer, Re
frigerator, Upright
Freezer 753 4684.
WEDDING Gown, head
piece and veil, never
been worn. Size 4
753 5213

25

Business Services

GET your tax refund
faster! Were equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer. Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489-2440 for ap
ment, information or
rates
GET your fax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer
Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships
Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates
MIKE Hodge's Tax
Service offering elec
Ironic filing
Refunds
processed in average of
18 days. 11 years ex
perience. Southside
Shopping Center, 759
1425

46. Homes for Sale
FURNISHED
apartments Efficiency,
1 or 2 bedrooms No
children, no pets
Zimmerman Apart
ments, South 16th St
753 6609
MUR Cal apts Nor
thwood Dr 1, 1 or 3 BR
Equal
Now renting
Housing Opportunity
759 498.4
NEAR University
bedroom apartment,
with large living room,
ample closet space,
bath with tub and
shower, kitchen has
range, refrigerator,
disposer and dis
Fully car
hwasher
peted
Has washer/
dryer hook up $225
deposit- S225/month
Call 759 1 3 0 0
9A M .4P.M
NOW renting 1 and 7
bedroom apartments
Call Embassy Apart
ments at 753 3530
ONE Bedroom apart
ment, $145
Low
utilities, no pets Cali
753 3949

34 Houses for Rent
TWO Bedroom, bath, gas
heat, air, 6 miles North of
Murray Call 1 554 0951
IWO Bedroom, 2 blocks
from University, ec
onomical utilities, $225
plus deposit 753 1513
after 4P M
36

For Rent or Lease

ONE Acre dark fired
tobacco base Call 435
4436
RENT to Own a Heavy
26 TV Radio
Duty Washer and
LEASE TO OWN 25
Dryer. $18 per week
console TV with remote, Call Movie World at
Murray 753 4663
$53 a month
Rental & Sales 753 8201
IWO Bedroom trailer,
LEASE TO OWN 19" Northwind Mobile
color TV, $28 a month Park
No pets Three
Murray Rental & Sales Bedroom House in
753 8201
countr Call 753 9866
LEASE TO OWN Wir
'fess remote VCR 137 a
Miller's 1 2 1
Murray Rental
month
Mini Storage
I. Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 17(1
Located on 121 Bj, PAss
watt stereo system
753 6 774 or 753 6855
only $53 per month
Murray Rental & Sales.
after 5 p
753 8201
27 Mob* Homes for Sale

filac rt-r.

1 or
2 bedroom, large living
room 10X17 Wood Out
building, large wood
deck, garden spot
Located in Fox
Meadows Call 753 7926
17 X 60 MOBILE Home,
2 bedroom, 1 bath.

37

Livestock Supplies

ARABIAN Show Horse

10 year old gelding, 15
hands high, gentle Will
teach anyone to ride,
trail rides Call after
SP.M 753 0703
ELEVEN Head Polled
Herefords for sale 474
2342
partially turnithed. Call SIMMENTAL and
STmbrah bulls Per
753-3114.
1979 SHULTZ 7 bed formance 8. semen
room with central heat tested Excellent qua'
and air 700 amp ser ity $650 8. up Cadiz
vice.
6500
Call Ky 522 879.4
419 2150
38 Pets Supplies

ZS Mobile Homes for Rent /0 GALLON Fish
/ OA 3 BR, furnished or Aquarium, complete
unfurnished. some new with hood, outside
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5709

* Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
s • ••
Doors hvinooeis
Vinyl Skirting Gutters
installed
eveiing plumbing
sagged roofs /1 floors
rowed
Best prices quality
Lattice Decks rrnrn 0280
acliar• aparkwar•
goading garrk-lng
i. Hamos
•PHONE ($0241114411•

29 Heating and Cooling

pump, gravel, heater,
plants Call 753 0516
ADORABLE Apricot
month old AKC re
gistered Toy Poodle
474 8050
AKC REGISTERED
Yellow Labrador Re
triever pups
Two
males, nice and re
asonably priced Call
4748050
ONE Year old Bluetick
Bloodhound female,
partially trained
Ready for breeding
$450 Call 527 6341
PEKINESE Males be
autiful AKC. shots and
wormed, 7 weeks old,
ready now
Payments
available Looking for
male Pekinese of any
age up to two years old
Will trade 435 4398
Murray
SHIM TZU Puppies
AKC, ready now
All
shots and wormed 3
months old
Females
good size for breeding
Solids and spotted Be
atitiful males
Payments available
Guaranteed healthy
435 4398 Murray

6 000 BTU AIR eon
ditioner, like new, 110
Volts Call between
10A M 4P M, 489 2708
Quiet Cook
A/C, 21.000 BTU's,
energy saver controls,
mounting bracket in
cluded
Brand new,
used 1 month only Cali
502 759 1822 after 4P M
TWO Westinghouse Air
Conditioners for sale
Public Sales
18,000 BTU and 27,000 41
Also, white 10" WItKER
BTU
Yard Sale. all
Westinghouse Electric kinds Bicycles.
1977
range, nice Call after
Cordova. 2 1967
6P M , 187 2859
Mustangs, 1965
Mustang, 1964 1/2
30 Business Rentals
Mustang Convertible,
SPACE for office or 12x40 Mobile Home,
small business at 113 $1000, 2 Washers_ 2
South 13th St Call Tom miles out. 759 9673, 753
Hopkins 753 3488
6438
T 0 Bay Clean Up
rent
on Overby
shop for
Road to a reliable
person 753 0715 or 753
2732

rMERSON

31

Want to Rent

HOUSE in country with
barn and stalls to hold
horses Fenced pasture
Within 10 miles or
Murray Call 436 2993
32

Apts for

Rent

1 OR / bedroom apar
tment near downtown
Murray
753 /109 or
762 6650
BEDROOM duplex on
private road, 3 miles
east of Murray No pets
water furnished
De
posit 8215 per month
753 NW before 9P.M.
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts , Hardin, Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity
'T 0 Bedroom Duplex
with central heat and
air, outlets for washer
and dryer No pets Call
after 4P M., 753 9711

Inside
Yard Sale

Pirates Cove
Motel #5
Fri. & Sat.
April 8 & 9
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Gigantic,
Yard Sale
Tues.
10 01 6
641 Between
iigzfrai Paris
I PIN of good clean Lt.(
', ttrnsturt.. Maihte
wsith tank. P1
Nit tractor. Deer %tam
grd Window
ileater. Old oil cooker
hundred'. %mall firms

43

Real Estate
1 ACRE 3 buildings
natural gas, septic tank,
10 miles north of
Murray on 121
Call
753 0318

46

Homes for

PAGE II

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Sale

49

Used Cars

50

Used

Trucks

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

TRADE YOUR HOME 1 9 8 1 PLYMOUTH FOR Sale 1982 S 16
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Septic Tanks
HARRELL
FOR OUR HOME IN Horizon 4-door, auto- Tahoe Package, V 6
Factory authorized for
SUNBELT , We have an matic. 11 foot Cabover engine, automatic
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Pumped
YARD
CARE
immaculate 3 bedroom Camper. 4354434
transmission, power
Brown. Service on gas
....Sewer lines cleaned
Reliable
'Economical
home, 2 bath, 1 car 1987 OLDS Toronado
steering, power brakes,
and electric ranges,
--Grease Traps
cruise, tilt steering, air
attached garage with Call 753-6308
pumped
microwaves, disExperienced
KOPPERUD Realty automatic door, central 1983 RX7 GSL, fully conditioner, sliding
....Portable toilet
h washers, reCall after 4:30 p.m.
carpeted
air,
back glass, new
offers a complete range heat and
rentals
frigerators, etc. Earl
loaded, 36,000 miles
112-1132
...Office trailer rental
of Real Estate services through out, dis- One owner. 762 6791 Michelin tires, local
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7538
sales
disposal,
selection
with a wide
of hwasher,
5341.
(Days); After 5P.M. truck, 50,000 miles,
quality homes, all double oven. Located in call 753-5280, ask for perfect condition. 15900.
BUILT MOBILE HOME
753-6001 (day), 753 6145
Katy, Texas, a small Eddie.
prices 753 1222, toll free
CONSTRUCTION. Specialist, Repair,
town of 16,000 pop West .148.4 BUICK Estate (night)
1 800 251 HOME Ext
Storage buildings, leveling, underpinning,
Mobile John &
where
there
Houston,
711L for courteous, of
treated decks, and roofs, floors, plumbing,
wagon, 9 passenger, all
Septic Service
extreme
is
no snow or
competent Real Estate
general home im- wiring, washing,
equipment with Buick
Campers
51
527 9945
Price factory wheels, cream
cold weather
service We make buy
provements. Quality hurricane straps 759
1 800 592 3308
ing & selling Real $61,000 with fixed 9 1/2% colored with wood
1988 JAYCO deluxe
work for less. Free 4850.
Interested? grain
Estate easy for you
VA loan
pop up, roof air con
e stimates. L.E. MOODY
59,000 actual
Mower Re
Call owner (713)392-6084 miles Call 759-1543 until
ditioner, 3 way refrig., Williams 489 2663.
WHAT does Key As
THORNTON Marble.
{Air, Pick-Up & Deliv
or write Art Stoner, 810 5P . M , 7 5 3 0 5 0 9 range, surge brakes,
sociates Wilson Realty
Certified Marble ManBREAKING and disc ery. All work guaran
Sundance Valley Rd , evenings.
have to offer? In Office
tire, sleeps 6, used one ing gardens. Yard Ian
ufacturer. Call 75.3-5719.
teed.
Phone'753
5668.
Katy, Texas 77450.
time, must sell. Save dscaping. Leveling
fixed rate financing
WANT Your carpef
1984 BUICK Riviera
PAINTINGInterior
rorn application to
over 51000. 753 7853.
cleaned --LiatifL not wet?
d riveways and and
with 48,000 miles, sun
Exterior. 25 years
closing, Excellent re
Call us at 753-7530.
bushhogging 436 5430
Call
roof, $9000
experience.
Quality
terra! system. 47
Motorcycles
or 753-0659.
Wh
h
N
753 1326.
work.
Reasonable.
Free
Homeowners Warranty
make wet basements
BRICK block and con estimates. References
971 HARLEY David 1984 OLDS Cutlass 52 Boats -Motors
for buyer and seller,
dry. Work completely
son Sportster, like new Ciera, 4 door, black. 14 BOSTON Whaler, crete driveways, Call 436-2245.
Unique Home viewer
Lots of chrome, $2500, $2950. Call 759 4876 after
40HP Johnson, trailer, sidewalks, patios, house PRE ENGINEERED guaranteed. Call or
magazine. Pro
foundations, chimneys. Woodframe Buildings write Morgan Con5P.M.
firm 759 1174.
Hummingbird depth
fesstonally trained
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
New and repair. 27 for commercial or farm
salespeople For more 1979 GS 1000 Suzuki, low 1984 RED & White finder, trolling motor.
Call after 5P M. years experience. Free use. Also churches, 409A, Paducah, Ky.
information on The Key mileage, excellent shape, Chevy Citation II, p.s.,
42001 or call 1 ,442-7026.
estimates. Large or stables,
p b., a.c., at., good
759 1959.
cheap! 753 7300 anytime
arenas,
Advantages with Buy
15' STARC RAFT small jobs. Charles garages. Call today WILL do plumbing ining and Selling, call 1981 650 HONDA, good motor. Must sell. $2650
Barnett 753-5476.
stallation & repairs. All
condition
901 642 2080. Custom
Aluminum boat with a
1,400 miles 7534942.
502 753 3263 today
guaranteed. Free es
50HP Mercury motor
Call 759 1959 after 1985 CADILLAC De
Metal Buildings.
timates. Phone 492 8899
ville, 53,000 miles, extra
4 30P M
and drive on trailer.
QUALITY
construction
BRYAN'S
or 753-1308.
Boat has two hum1985 YAMAHA 725 DR nice. 759 1084 after
repairs and alterations.
WILL haul- white rock,
LAWN SERVICE
5P M.
flashers
mingbird
and
Free
3
estimates
firm
wheeler,
$800
Call
G
44 Lots for Sale
rip-raf, dirt, sand,
trolling motor. This rig
Will mow lawns.
492 85.48
& A 436 2617
gravel and fertilizer.
1 1/7 ACRE on 280, 1'7 1986 YAMAHA Riva Jog
is ready to go fishing.
ROCKY
COLSON
Home
759-1433 and
Call Chuck Williams
mile off -121, new well, Moped
Call after 5P.M., 753
Repair. Roofing, siding,
1,400 miles,
759-1354.
Now it's
753-0840
new septic system, new
0487 or 753-4686.
painting, plumbing,
good condition. Asking
12x16 building $6500
16' CHEROKEE
FREE Estimates
concrete
Free es
1425, call after 4P.M
759 4608
Aluminum boat, 25HP
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753 9658.
,Parrnerly of Murray I Fulton)
GOV T Seized Homes 750 HONDA Shadow like
electric start Johnson
753 6973.
$1 00 (U Repair) Buy
motor, trailer. Call CONCRETE drive- SAWDUST, loaded new, 7,000 miles. Can be
Properties for back seen at Garland
Carlos Black, Jr., at ways. patios, carpentry single axle truck $10.
Used
Taxes , Info, RE PO Cars or call after 3P.M ,
753 0839 or see at and block work. Call Shomaker Lumber Co.,
Listing 1 518 459 3546, 753 4641
Black's Decorating 502-492-8160.
Hwy. 22 N, McKenzie,
Ext H 973 24 Hrs
Center, 701 S. 4th St., • &DFLOOR
Tn., 901 352 5777
48 Auto Services
KY.
Murray,
KENTUCKY Lake Lot
Covering
Carpet!
New & Used
SEWING Machine Re
12x60 Mobile Home,
EBBTIDE
Vinyl
Installations
Bass
16
and
pair. All makes and
GM Executives &
121 AUTO and truck We
Saaaffelseptic, well, lot goes to
Boat, 55H P Chrysler Repairs. Senior Citizen
models. Home & In ,
rebuild engines Lowest
Program Vehicles
TVA survey line 442
trailer,
Free
motor,
Discounts.
Esgood
dustrial. Bag' closing
prices in town Call for
1770 or 442 3632
timates. Call 901 642$1500 Call 492 8899
601-642-31100
machines. Also scissor
free estimates
4214.
ONE 1/2 acre corner 8A M 5P M 759 9924.
sharpening. 40 yrs.
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
1973
SKI
Barge
with
Repair and refinish
lot on Butterworth Rd
FENCE sales at Sears experience. All work
CLASSIC For a limited
65HP Evinrude. Troll- now. Call Sears 753.2310 guaranteed. Kenneth
Trees and well 435 4263
furniture
time, paint most cars or 1985 CUTLASS ing motor, depth finder,
estimate for Barnhill, 753 2674,
pick ups for $350. Vans Supreme, 36,000 miles, new cranking battery. for free
Qualified
& experienced
your needs
Stella, Ky.
or two tones extra Body 753 4806 or 753-1522.
45 Farms for Sale
Tilt trailer with new FOR most any type
SHEETROCK
finishing,
Have
choice
itvork not -included at 1986 BUICK Regal, paint and tires. Sharp
FARM For Sale, 47 this price Call or see
driveway white rock new or repair. 436-2811.
Antique Furniture
excellent shape. One and clean $2,250. Call
also, any type gravel, STAIN Glass construc
acres, 1 mile South of Rick or Chuck 759 1360,
owner, 22,000 actual 436-2556.
Coldwater
dirt and sand call Roger tion consignments.
35 acres 641 North, Murray, KY
miles, tilt, air, cruise, FOR Sale. 25' Glastron,
Hudson, 753-4545 or Over a decade of ex
tend able land
AM/FM cassette, cutty cabin boat and
Cali
$ 800 /acre
753-6763.
perience in the con
40/60 seats, delay trailer. Mercruise out489 2150
492-8114
641 South
windshield wipers_ drive with 317 Chevy GENERAL Repair - struction of windows,
Roofing,
Plumbing,
panels and lamps. Re
Color
Grey $9,000
motor $4,000 firm. Call Yard Work, Tree Work. pairs made, special
46 Homes for Sale
Phone 753-7777.
Glen at 437 4893 or Wood, $25 a rick. Call church prices. Free 55.Feed and Seed
/ BEDROOM house in
GRAND Prix, good 437 4505.
436-2642 or 436-5895.
estimates. For more
Evermore
country 18 miles north
condition. Call 759 4073 HUNTER Sailboat, 27
FOR Sale Wheat Straw
G ET Your Lawn- information call 492
Will
on Hwy 1211
days, 492,8272 nights.
and Hay Call 753 8156
ESTIMATES
Inboard
Diesel,
Shoal
mowers ready with our 8295
consider trade for nice
or 753 6401
CLASSIC 1963 Ford Draft, 6 SM•Mariner
FIBERGLASSING
tune-up specials. We SUREWAY Tree
mobile home $8000
Falcon, automatic, 6- guages, 110, 170 jibs.
FRAMEWORK
are authorized Sales Service- Topping, prun
Call 753 9866
cylinder, excellent Excellent. At Ky. Dam
MID WELDING
The New N.K.
and Service for Gilson, ing, tree removal. Aebody Call 759-1390 be
Marina. By owner, 502- Lawnboy, Poulan. rial bucket truck. Fully
Stouffer Pride &
SPECIALIZING IN ALL
tween 1 and 6P.M.
362-8567, 502-362-4560.
Jimmy Saw Shop, insured for your prof
N.K. Seed Corn
OVER PAINT JOBS
FACTORY Executive MUSSEL Boat, 28' long, Kirksey, KY, 489'2804.
ection. Stump removal
Also, Alfalfa, Clover
1978
Car
Buick
Electra,
Shop: 753-9714
fiberglass
with
no
9'
hull,
lawn
wide,
GUTTERING
by
Sears.
damage
On 2 or 20 Acres Near
one local owner. Clean, sealed deck, large
0. Grass and Timothy
After 5:00
pilot Sears continuous gut- Free estimates. No
loaded, tilt, cruise,
Southwest School.
Garden Seeds,
house, inboard/out 4 ters installed for your obligations. 753,548A
753-0062
power seats and winspecifications. Call
cycle Volvo, 20/20 In
Fescue and
dows
$2,195.
Call
753
Kitchens
by
753-1928
terphase depth finder. Sears 753 2310 for free
Stac Dust
REBUILT 84)05 Chevy 8096
CB, twin 20 gallon gas estimate.
WARD ELKINS
truck engine, never FOR Sale 1976 Maroon
tanks.
$14,
HAMILTON
Initial
cost
Cultured
_5 BEDROOM, 7 bath
started $700 install, Dodge Aspen Station
marble and tile 6.4.3 Old "We create the world'
000 Sale price $8,500
brick home near Ben
exc We can rebuild any Wagon, one owner. Call
Benton Rd 753-9400
Call 8A M. 5P.M. 753
ton
Phone 527 9932
other engine at the 753 6914
finest kitchens''
3/71.
INSULATION blown in
after 5P M
lowest prices in town
121 S. Neale Rd
WE buy, sell or trade
by Sears. TVA ap- 411 Maple
50 Used Trucks
1 BEDROOMS, 2 Baths,
ElA M 5P.M 759 9924
753-1713
753-5522
boats, motors, trailers, proved. Save on those
large fenced lot,
FOR Sale or Trade parts or most anything high heating and coolUsed Cars
1)0x198, 1900 Main St , 49
1972 Ford Pick Up, 1971 marine Paris, Tn901- ing bills. Call Sears
Benton, KY Mid 30's
MAZDA 626 LX, Dodge Pick Up Call
**10
1
753 2318 for free
E42 3332
Call 502 527 9936 for
18,000
miles Ultimate 753 9721
estimate.
appointment
753 •
Luxury, electric 1968 CHEVROLET Car
INTER IOR /Exterior
DY Owner Recently sunroof, graphic Hauler. Completely re 53 Services Offered
5940 *
Painting.
For
Free
redecorated, 3 bed
equalizer, dark blue, built from ground up,
Custom Kitchen
Estimates, call Kenneth
room, 2 bath brick home
Superior LAND Care
aluminum wheels.** PS, PB, 350 motor,
Cabinets
at 436 2326
•
on 2:3 of an acre in
Buying van Call 733Molting. Trimming. I dont
'electric wench, new
•
LEE'S CARPET
Kirksey
This lovely
Hauling
Landscaping.
9487 after 4P M
All Types Of
•
8944
after
tires 753
CLEANING
For all
home includes central
•
1954 CHEVY Bel Air, 6P M
Etas.' Rates
your carpet & upholst
heat and air, one car
Custom Woodworking
•
Discount For Seniors.
excellent condition. 1975 CHEVROLET
cleaning.
For
a
free
ery
garage, separate living
•
Must see, $2,250. 1965 Custom Deluxe, 1 ton,
492-8254
5827.
call
753
estimate
room, dining room, Chevy II, excellent
•
•
LWB, 4 speed, bucket
Satisfied references.
•
illter 5:00
kitchen, and utility
condition
Must see. seats, with console, 12'
Cabinets
Kitchen
&
Bath
•
LICENSED electrician,
room Kitchen includes
$950 Call 753 9414
•Drop by & saw our showroom
Parkhurst
bed,
Nanney
Al
•
ofENTERPRISES
residential and corna garbage disposal.
MURRAY
409 SUNBURY
i &Mind Bunny Brood A
1971 4.55 BUICK motor, twin hoist, 3' solid sides, fering brick and block
mercial. Air conditiondishwasher, electric
65,000 miles Complete, 2' slatted. 489 2740
driveway and patio ing Sales and service.
range, and refrigerator
**********************
$200 753 8944 after 1976 CHEVROLET work
Carpentry work Gas installation and
All of these features for
6P M
Pick • Up Truck, 81,000 of all phases Also, repair for natural and
only $43,500 Shown by
1973
Mercury,
FORD
miles,
A/C,
p.s.,
auto
,
natural and LP gas LP Fred's Repair 753
appointment only
2 door, $800 or best 1 owner, well kept Call work
Free estimates
Please phone 489 2286
7203
offer
492
8548
753
9572
after
4:30P
M
436 5355
after 6P M
MAX W Parker, At
1973
1981
LINCOLN
3/4
Con
TON Flatbed A 1 TREE Service and torney at Law Former
FOR Sale
3 Mobile
Save SSS
Don't buy new!!!
Mark
IV,
tinental
low Truck Good condition
Your county attorney; forstump removal
Homes on 3 acres, m/1.
mileage, $1500 Good Call 753 3734
After professional tree ser
Ve• CCP/Of your old frames virue00Ograi n Formica tam mat
One doublewide, one 3
mer district judge. Ofcondition. Call 759 9924
6P M call 436 2672.
chino doors hdw looks Ilk• real wood' Many colors
vice_ All types, remo- fice, 104 N. 4th St,
bedroom with four
rooms added on, one 2 1973 VOLKSWAGON 1983 FORD Ranger val, topping, feeding. Murray, 753 3153;
Murray, KY
Free Estimates
436-5560
For Sale Needs a little pickup with fiberglass Free estimates. 50' Home, 753 7900.
All in good
bedroom
work, call 753 6298 after topper, 4 cyl., p.s., p.b. bucket truck and chip
Good well
condition
5P M , $1000 or best and air
New set of
r. Call 753 0906
and septic Located at
offer
tires Truck has 59.000
LL Types of gravel and
Coldwater on blacktop
1978 LINCOLN Mark miles Call after 5p.m. white rock hauled Also,
road $21,000 4892720
VI
leather interior, 753 0487 or 753 4686
slabs and light and dark
New house
FOR Sale
Good condition.
garage kept, mint con
mulch Reasonable 753
located in Merrywood
dition, $2800 Must be 1984 CHEVY van, 0467
Subdivision lust off of
seen to appreciate
350 30, dual air, new APPLIANCE
Benton Bypass to
Phone 436 2755
tires, raised roof, TV, SERVICE. Kenmore,
Murray 3 bedrooms,
1978 OLDS/VIOBILE 9/11 CB, completely new Westinghouse,
baths, double garage
Regency, local car, interior, 60,000 miles
Whirlpool. 27 years
with electric opener,
Call after IP M
excellent condition
built in bookcase, large
experience Parts and
4.408
Phone 753 1271 (Days), 437
service. Bobby Hopper,
wood deck, plus over 800
7536620 (EveningS).
1984 GMC 5 15 JIMMY, Bob's Appliance Ser
sq ft of storage area
1979 DODGE Colt, 2 door 4x4, excellent condition. vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Call 527 919? for
appointment
$8,250 753 1691 (days), Business 753 4872, 436hatchback, good, de
753 1364 (nights)
5848 (home)
pendable car $650 753
FOUR Bedroom House,
9850
3 miles North of
Murray. 175x300 shady
1980 CUTL4SS
)ot Call 753 5358
Brougham, 4 door, ex
tra nice car, 76,000
!HOUSE and 7 Tots 3
miles, PS, PB, air, all
bedrooms, kitchen, liv
electric, cruise, $2200
ing room, bath, dining
•Full and part time positions
room, utility room, 753 4302
Ditching,
Installation & Repair
•
R N positions in the areas of psychiatric obstetric medical-surgical emergencarport, darden and 2 1981 BUICK Riviera,
cy.
and critical care nursing
60,000 miles Sharp car
out buildings. $24,000
753-6156
492 8492
492 88641
'Competitive salary with shift difterential

4

Lane's

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet Okfsmobile•
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pans, TN

Hubert Coles
Antiques

Pierce
Body Shop
0.20Yoars

ir

3 Br. Brick House

Carraway
Farms

kro

WULFF KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY

ATTENTION:
'REGISTERED
NURSES

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service

The changes we're making don't stop with
construction...always changing for the better, MCCH offers you.. .

Septic Tank,

BULK TRUCKING DISPATCHER
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS, INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY
One of North America's largest bulk trucking firms requires an experienced dispatcher
for their Calvert City, KY, operation Individual should be capable of making independent decisions utilizing developed
management skills ThiS position will provide the successful applicant with the opportunity for excellent career growth Cornpetive salary, benefits and pension program
Forward resume to
Carrol Reynolds
Branch Manager
Liquid Transporters. Inc
Box. 407
Calvert City, KY 42029

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIM AC COMPANY
One of North America's largest bulk trucking firms is seeking company drivers to haul
chemicals interstate Applicant must be 23
years of age. have 2 years over-the-road experience in all four seasons with an ICC Certified Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
varifiable employment record, good safe
driving record. take and pass a drug and
alchol screening test Excellent earnings and
benefits Apply in person at Liquid
Transporters, Inc . Hwy 95. Calvert city. KY

'Orientation/staff development
'Flexible scheduling/weekend staffing
'Bachelor of Science in nursing and Master s program in adult nursing
at Murray State University with hospital tuition reimbursement program
'Nursing scholarships provide educational financial assistance
'Excellent benefits including child care center and health promotion
programs
- Plus 'Incentive bonus to R N s hired with one year or

Call today for
an interview and
hospital touri
Richard Starts
Porsonnol Diroctor
502-753-5131
Ext. 114

•

M'

.
nCe

MURRAY
CALUMNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
1101 Poplar SirCel
Murrav, Kentuck% 42071-2432
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DR.GOTT

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Birdene Clements

back, my doctor told me to drink one
raw egg with two tablespoons of sherry wine at noon if I was unable to eat
luneh_ One day a friend told me it
could cause sickness I stopped, but I
miss it. What is your advice?
DEAR READER . Alcohol used to
be viewed as a tonic and eggs as a rich
nutritional source This is not entirely
true Alcohol is harmful to the body
and egg yolks contain high levels of
cholesterol, a fat most of us should
avoid when possible. Of course, two
tablespoons of sherry will not make
you an alcoholic. this amount IS harmless to an adult who does not have a
drinking problem I doulifthat the
oldfashioned sherry egg combination
is
hazardous to your health On the
other
hand, I think that you should
try a

Peter
Gott, M D

Mrs. Birdene Clements, 65,
Cumberland City, Tenn., died
Monday at Vanderbilt Hospital.
Nashville, Tenn.
She was a member of Independence United Methodist
Church at Almo.

and Donnie Clements.
Cumberland City.
Also surviving are her mother,
Mrs. Beckham W. Duncan, Almo;
three brothers, William B. Dun,can
and Alfred R. Duncan. Murray,
and L. B. Duncan, Dexter; five
grandchildren; one greatBorn Sept. 17, 1922, in Calloway
grandchild.
2ounty, she is the daughter of
The funeral will be Wednesday
Beckham Worsham Duncan and
at 1 p.m. in the Memorial Chapel
the late John Freeman Duncan.
of Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Survivors are her husband, Fred
Tenn. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis of
M. Clements; two daughters, Mrs. Alm will officiate.
Sharon Crass and Mrs. Carolyn
Burial will follow in Clements
Steen. Almo; adopted son, Robert Cemetery at Cumberland City.
Clements Jr.. CUmberland City;
Friends may call after 4:30 p.m.
:
if. - inL Harold Clements-táTuesdav - t The tunetal
and Roger Clements, Granite City, home in Dover.

Bleeding may
require tests
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

more healthful snack, such as some
cheese, a little salad and a piece of
fresh fruit

To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report, UNDERSTANDING CHOLESTEROL. Other readers who would
like a copy should send 11 and their
name and address to PO Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I developed
great toe swelling, which spread to
my wrists, fingers and all other toes.
Tests rule out gout and arthritis The
pain has diminished, but the swelling
persists Could this be related to the
Premarin I took"
DEAR READER Probably not In

DEAR DR. GOTT• My husband, age
82, appears to have bleeding under
the skin on both arms from the elbows
to the hands. A dermatologist and his
family doctor tell him to live with it,
but he finds it embarrassing. Can you
explain this condition?
DEAR READER - Blotchy bruising
of the skin is a common consequence
of old age, when the blood vessels
near the surface Of the body become.
weakened and bleed easily. This agePrice. a• of 10 a.m.
related cosmetic effect, which is
Indu.trial Aserage
+ 13.43
g7
.144
Goo0ear
harmless, is called "senile purpura."
198S.Oli
However, bleeding into the skin can .11re%iou.. Clos'e
1075
. • 1.
Air Product.
441 / •3 ,
Inger.oll Rand
have many causes,some of which are
y •
and Chad Eric Campbell, Murray. serious Vitamin deficiency and disorA.1'.( Alas, A
253 41B VP 2 %
Jerrico
11 1 111 145iA
Also surviving are four sisters. ders of blood coagulation are two A'r&T
267
. • II 4
hinart
34 •3,
Mrs. Margaret Smith. Denton. such causes. Therefore, before assum- Dritto A stratton
31 1 p
hanger
i
331 p, • is
Texas. Mrs. Patricia Westover. ing that your husband has senile pur23
„
44 Penne%
171 , um.
torp
California, and Mrs. Betty Frazer pura. I'd want to make sure that there (
2938 •
Prinvw
5.1
+ 11 /
is
no
other,
treatable
ailment
causing
and Ms. Roberta 'Pinkie Camp• 3,
Dollar lien. Store
1
.3
:
pH
1
•%
.
1
A
rA
.
INT
his bruising tendency. It's not clear
bell, Van Nuys, Calif.; two from your question
Te‘a( o
4158
175
. •5.
whether his doc- Fun
brothers. Ronald Campbell and tors have carried out the necessary Ford
$33, ••• 7,
II + 2
Time Inc.
James Campbell. Van Nuys; eight 4 tests on your husband At the very (i. A.F.
.S.Tobacco
533 .4
•7 p
193•
1
.
grandchildren: one great- least, he needs a coagulation profile General Motor,
?IP
unc
Vs al MArt
(tests of blood clotting), a platelet fient'orp. Inc.
40
I$ 4 -31
grandchcild.
491 4 •1%
C.E.F. 1 ield
The funeral will be tonight count (to assess the number of clot- Goodrich
5.91
blood cells) and a RumpelTuesday at 7 p.m. in the chapel forming
Leeds test (an old but simple maneu414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON
of Beshear Funeral Home. ver to measure the fragility
of the
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Dawson Springs. Burial will follow skin's capillary blood vessels).
753-3366
in Menser Cemetery.
PAT GOSSUM
DEAR DR GOTT: A few years

Stec* Market

some women, female hormones such
as Premarin can lead to fluid retention, including puffiness of the feet
and hands However, from your description, I doubt that Premarin is the
culprit. I believe that your doctor
should test you further to determine
the cause of your unusual symptoms
-0 mi. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Richard William Campbell
Richard William Campbell. 58,
Rt. .2. Murray. died Saturday at
9:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was employed as a manufacturer of mobile homes. He was the
son of the late Robert Campbell
and Violet Nylund Campbell.
His wife, Mrs. Dolores DeAnn
Chambers Campbell. survives
along with four daughters. Mrs.
Roann Bernhardt and Mrs.
Karolyn Halligan, Mitchell, Neb.,
Mrs. Rhonda Hydle, Denver,
Colo.. and Mrs. Lisa Moore, Castle
Rock, Colo.; three sons, Richard
D. Campbell, West Lafayette,
Ind., and Alan Brian Campbell

.):///44:c
_
Cizectitive tC
rAit
.RifIty.filLont
1

Max Cooper. 50, died Monday at
his home in Blue Island. Ill.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Theresa Cooper; his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Cooper. Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Wayne Glinda
Chaffin, Clarksville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Bob Deanna Gholson,
Sterling, Ill.; one brother, Roger
Cooper and wife, Mary Janice,
Murray; four nieces.
Services will be Friday at 9 a.m.
in the chapel of Blake-Lamb
Funeral Home, 4727 W. 103rd St,
Oak Lawn, Ill. Burial will follow in
a cemetery there.

1 Executive Boulevard

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

Paducah. Kentucky
443-8000

HIGHWAY 101
SATURDAY. APRIL 9
8 PM & 10 PM

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
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"On the Square"

SWEET DREAMS

Simmons
Beautyrest
Bedding

Tender is the miohl writr
sleeping on a quality
mattress All sizes
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Bedding $5800
Starting At

Area Rugs
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Da% Ian.'
320 Main
!Mew kiatoonai Hotel,
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Call for information on weekend specials
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TIME OUT LOUNGE APRIL 4-9
HAPPY HOUR 4-7
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COMING SOON
VIC DANA

753-3037
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GM QUALM
SERViCE PARTS

Toll Free 1-800-592-3481
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a cheek-tin.
Find out if it•,storking
a,hard a, it can to
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Piece Twin Size)

Price

Large Selection Of
Recliners
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*Hand Knott
•Orientals
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Available in:
4' x 6'
6' x 9'
9' x 12'

•Stratolounger
*Best Rest
•Norwalk
Starting At
$249.95

